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Abstract 
The aim of t h i s work i s to study *^bdallah 
h. ^Umar's l i f e . 
Ibn ^Umar l i v e d eighty-four years (7V693 
years of the h i j r a ) , b e i n g born i n 613 A.D. 
He was f i r s t and foremost a j u r i s t and 
r e l i g i o u s leader and i n t e l l e c t u a l , and the 
founder of the Medinese School of Law. There-
fore as long as there are Muslims i n the World 
he has been, and w i l l be, highly esteemed by 
past, present and future generations of 
scholars and others conversant with r e l i g i o u s 
i n s t r u c t i o n . 
There i s s t i l l the need for a comprehensive 
study of h i s teaching and doctrine. The present 
work does not attempt to cover t h i s need. 
This t h e s i s i s a biography of 'Abdallah 
b. '^ Umar and deals with h i s a c t i v i t i e s and 
influence as a r e l i g i o u s j u r i s t and founder of 
an important School of Law. I t i s composed of 
s i x chapters. The introduction gives a b r i e f 
biographical note on the s o c i a l and re l i g i o u s 
background of the Arabs before Islam and the 
l i f e at Mecca and Medina, the c i t i e s i n which 
Ibn *^ Umar l i v e d . 
111. 
The f i r s t chapter aims to study the early 
l i f e of Ibn "^ Umar, hi s formative years, family 
background, childhood, conversion to Islam and 
h i s emigration to Medina, followed by a 
gene&logi table. The second chapter deals with 
h i s m i l i t a r y l i f e , h i s career as a cavalryman 
and how he a s s i s t e d i n gaining v i c t o r y for h i s 
nation, followed by a chronology of h i s 
m i l i t a r y career table. The t h i r d chapter deals 
with h i s p o l i t i c a l l i f e and how he rejected the 
offer of the Caliphate three times. Chapter 
fOTir i s concerned with h i s i n t e l l e c t u a l 
achievements; t h i s study deals with h i s teachers, 
how he established a Medinese School of Law, 
h i s approach to h i s teaching, and h i s students 
with a b r i e f note of h i s prominent students 
and an example of h i s work as a Mufti. Chapter 
f i v e deals with h i s appearance and personality, 
hi s c h a r i t y and h i s worship. Chapter s i x gives 
an account of h i s family and the end of h i s 
l i f e . 
I V . 
Preface 
This research on *Abdallah b. *^ Umar who 
l i v e d i n the f i r s t century of the h i j r a has 
been compiled of material not only from 
Durham University Library but also from the 
B r i t i s h Museum's Manuscript Room and also 
from the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, University of London. The main 
references were The Qur^an, al-Muwat^a''(the 
commentaries of al-Zarqanl, al-Suyuti and 
M.P. ^Abd al-BaqI) and/Musnad)^t:i^nHanbal also. 
Also h i s t o r y books such as Ibn Sa*=d a l -
Tabaqat al-Kubra, Ibn Qutayba al-Imama wa 
^ l - ^ i y a s a , Ibn Kathlr al-Bidaya and Ibn 
^ 1 - A t h i r . 
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Notes 
1. T r a n s l i t e r a t i o n of Arabic: 
Hamzah: not shown , when i n i t i a l , other-
wish 
b s J> h 
t d r3 w 
th \ t 
• 
consonant atf y 
Z- d z » vowelJ 
z h t short damma ' u 
kh t fatha 1 a 
d f kasra - i 
> dh 3 q long ^ u 
J r D k 
z J 1 
<jr s r m 
sh u n 
When two dates are given thus: 73/692, 
the f i r s t i s the H i j r a date. 
When C h r i s t i a n dates alone are given, 
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B r i e f biographical note on *Abdallah b. ^ Umar 
So c i a l and r e l i g i o u s background 
The r e l i g i o n of the Arabs before Islam 
The l i f e at Mecca 
The l i f e at Medina 
^Abdallah b. '^ Umar was born i n approximately 
613, i n the 1st/7th century. His l i f e covered 
nearly three-quarters of the century and was 
spent i n both Mecca and Medina. 
Ibn ^Umar spent h i s childhood i n Mecca 
where he was born, and a l l the r e s t of h i s l i f e 
i n Medina where he established the Medinese 
School of Law. He died i n Mecca i n 7^/693. 
To understand the impact of the environment 
i n which he l i v e d , i t may be useful to give a 
b r i e f description of the two c i t i e s , Mecca and 
Medina. 
Al ^ i . i a z ; 
This i s a region which consists of a narrow 
wadi* This wadi has three passes, one to the 
south (the Yemen), the second to the Bed Sea and 
the port of Jidda, and the t h i r d to the north 
( S y r i a ) i Within t h i s wadi l i e s Mecca, Medina 
and a l - T a ' i f . 
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Mecca, with i t s holy Ka'ba, was a small 
c i t y i n the Hi j a z , l y i n g midway between the 
Yemen and S y r i a . This wadi undulates between 
high h i l l s of gneiss and quartz. The general 
d i r e c t i o n and slope i s from north to south. 
Mecca does not have the advantage of t r o p i c a l 
showers. The r a i n begins about December and 
the weather i s hot i n the summer time. There 
i s no b i g difference between summer and winter 
temperatures. There are no r i v e r s , but only 
a few springs or small o a s e s ( l ) . I t i s a very 
barren place, as stated i n the Qur'an when the 
P a t r i a r c h Abraham brought h i s wife and h i s son 
there(2), but nobody knew when exactly the 
P a t r i a r c h Abraham came to that place(3). I t 
i s d i f f i c u l t to as c e r t a i n when t h i s wadi was 
f i r s t inhabited, because, for thousands of 
years, traders passed through i t , making t h e i r 
way from north to south and back again, rest i n g 
by the oases. 
1. H. Ibrahim, Islamic History, I , 21-26. 
2. Qur'an, XIV, 37. 
3. Al-Azraql, Akhbar Makka, 19- When Abraham 
came from S y r i a there were some people 
l i v i n g outside of Mecca. They were c a l l e d 
al-'^Amaliq. 
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The merchants preferred t h i s overland 
route to that of the sea and t r a v e l l e d i n 
camel t r a i n s , despite the extra distance, 
i n order to avoid the p i r a t e s who ravaged 
the sea routes. However, most of the Arabs 
who used to l i v e i n that wadi were nomads. 
They moved from one place to another where 
there was considerable r a i n f a l l i n winter, 
and the v a l l e y s supported a r i c h vegetation 
and pasture. The bedouins moved i n small 
or large groups, looking for pasture land 
with t h e i r camels, whose needs were s a t i s f i e d 
with unusual ease and which provided the 
Arab with food and clothing, as was stated 
i n the Qur^an(4). 
Ma.ior t r i b e s : 
The leading t r i b e i n old Mecca was the 
Quraysh, which included many branches, such 
as B. '^ Abd Manaf, B. ^Abd al-Dar, B. '^ Abd a l -
*^Uzza, B. Taym b. Murra, B. Zuhra, the Asad, 
the Makkzum(5) and the *^ \^dday, the l a t t e r 
being *^Abdallah b. "^Umar's t r i b e . 
4. Qur^an, XXXVI, 71, 72, 73-
5. Al-Mas*^udi, Merui, I I I , 119-120. 
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Each t r i b e retained i t s t r i b a l c o n s t i t -
ution and was self-governing i n the same way 
as a desert t r i b e . Thus Mecca was rather a 
c o l l e c t i o n of t r i b a l camps. The Quraysh, 
with a l l i t s branches, l i v e d at Mecca. During 
that time, the Arabs l i v e d a simple bedouin 
l i f e , not only i n the Hijaz but everywhere 
e l s e on the Peninsula. The Quraysh were 
business people who used to go to the north 
( S y r i a ) and to the south (Yemen). Such trade 
routes acted as a c u l t u r a l background. They 
had two departures, one to the north i n the 
summer time and the second to the south i n 
the winter time(6). 
That means the Quraysh had two sources 
of income, one from t h e i r j o ^ i i e y s as 
commercial traders, and the second through 
s e r v i c e to the pilgrims v i s i t i n g the Ka'ba. 
These businesses kept them from starvation 
and protected them against the enemy. 
The economic system was simple. They 
used to carry goods for the merchants or guide 
them or they transacted business themselves. 
Under these circumstances, business trans-
actions were, l i k e everything e l s e , regulated 
by common law and customs. 
6. Qur='§n, CVI, 1, 2, 3, ^, 5-
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Their l i v e s were regulated by these laws. 
Common law regulated barter, contract, share-
cropping and usury. 
I n short, Mecca was the market centre of 
the Peninsula. Many people had dwellings i n 
Mecca, but t h e i r c u l t u r a l patterns and habits 
were i d e n t i c a l i n many respects with the 
bedouins. 
There were no statutes to protect women 
upon marriage or divorce(7). Polygamy was 
unlimited and temporary marriage common. So 
also was divorce, often without what i s now 
considered reasonable cause. The man could 
divorce h i s wife several times without a time 
l i m i t , and return to her at any time. "And 
i t was so a f t e r the beginning of Islam, u n t i l 
the advent of the Qur'an"(8). "Divorce must 
be pronounced twice and then a woman must be 
retained i n honour or released i n kindness"(9) 
Women and infants were denied inheritance. 
7. MahmasanT, F a l s a f a t a l - T a s h r i ^ , 25, 
There are some Arab customs which p r e v a i l 
today from pre-Islamic times. For example 
i n some t r i b e s a woman did not accept a 
man as her husband u n t i l he had given her 
f u l l powers to divorce h e r s e l f from him, 
i n case t h i s should be required i n the 
future. Salmi bint *Amr, one of the B. a l 
Na j j a r , the mother of '=Abd al-Muttalib, i s 
an example. For more d e t a i l , c f l Shalabi, 
Tarikh, I , 103-104; Hasan, Tgrikh, I , 66. 
8. Al-Wahidi, Asb§b al-Nuaul, 43. 
9. Qur'an, I I , 229. 
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The people were very carefree and 
independent. They were proud and considered 
themselves of noble lineage and they did not 
mix with any race. Therefore, they were 
opposed to Muhammad, although he was a native 
son of Mecca, when he commanded them to leave 
off t h e i r habit of worshipping ido l s and 
follow him and embrace Islam. They feared, 
too, h i s p o l i t i c a l ambitions. 
Medina: 
This was the second c i t y of the Islamic 
Mission a f t e r the emigration of the entire 
Muslim community from Mecca i n 622. 
Medina became a famous c i t y and the 
c a p i t a l of the Arab Empire. 
I n the course of i t s history, the town 
was known by at l e a s t t h i r t y namesd). The 
name immediately preceding the h i j r a was 
Yathrib(2) and the usual explanation of the 
succeeding name ( a l Madina) i s "the town of 
the Prophet"(2). O r i g i n a l l y , Medina "was an 
oasis of some twenty square miles or more"(3). 
1. Al-Samhudi, Vafa , I , 7; Yaqut, Mu^ .lam, 
V, 82-88 mentioned twenty-nine names, 
the famous one i s Taba. 
2. Yaqut, MuMam, V, 83. 
3. Watt, Islam and the Integration, 14. 
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Standing near the trade route through Hijaz 
t e r r i t o r y , at the beginning of the WadI a l -
Qura, i t was the l a r g e s t and most important 
town i n the wadi. 
The evolution and s o c i a l l i f e of the 
c i t y ; 
I n ancient times, between about 1300-1200 
B.C., the c i t y was colonized by the Amorites 
al-''Amaliq(4) , a very powerful people. They 
pr a c t i s e d agriculture on the c u l t i v a b l e land (5 ) 
around the o a s i s . After a long period of 
unquestioned supremacy, they were conquered 
by the Jews and f e l l from power. They inhabited 
Wadi al-Qura and many other d i f f e r e n t places, 
such as Fadak and Khaybar. They took over 
se v e r a l oases and began to c u l t i v a t e the land 
with the co-operation of the Amorites. While 
the Jews l i v e d i n Medina, new immigrants 
a r r i v e d who had l e f t the Yemen a f t e r the 
destruction of the dam of Ma^rib. 
These newcomers were the Aws and Khazraj 
t r i b e s who originated from the t r i b e of Al-Azd. 
They came from the south of Medina(6) and 
4. al-SaMhii/dl, Wafa% I , 110. 
5. YSqut, MuMam. V, 84. 
6. Yaqut, MuMam, V, 34-38. 
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s e t t l e d there. The s i t u a t i o n was greatly 
complicated by the presence of these foreign 
s e t t l e r s . The Medinese were not i n the same 
position as the Meccans. They were s k i l f u l 
a r t i s a n s , a g r i c u l t u r a l i s t s and eloquent 
speakers; whereas the Meccans were traders 
or commercial agents of one kind or another, 
who had much contact with the Persians and 
Byzantines, and many other people. The 
Medinese had no such highly evolved business 
i n the market of Yathrib. The most important 
commodity was dates, for which Medina i s 
s t i l l famous. The Medinese had no coinage 
and instead used t h e i r date crops as a medium 
of exchange. 
Their r e l i g i o n : 
The residents belonged to d i f f e r e n t 
r e l i g i o n s and d i f f e r e n t t r i b e s , which induced 
much s o c i a l c o n f l i c t . There was no government 
and no j u d i c i a r y or codified l e g a l system, and 
the judge was usually a man of s k i l l who put 
himself forward as a r b i t e r . They also had no 
r u l i n g family. There were no places of worship 
or places of pilgrimage and no public place for 
poetry r e c i t a l s . They l i v e d i n the most 
primitive conditions. 
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The general tension reached a peak i n 
the war between Aws and Khazraj, twenty years 
before the Hi.ira. 
The Hi.ira: 
When the Muslim community arrived at 
Medina, the Medinese hardly welcomed them. 
When Muhammad entered the c i t y , he t r i e d to 
diminish the difference between Meccan and 
Medinese Muslims, to encourage the idea of 
brotherhood between them. I n prac t i c e , 
t h i s meant that each Medinese Muslim was to 
regard himself as the supporter (Al-Ansar) 
and serve as host for one of the Meccan 
immigrants (Al-Muha.iirun). Later, they came 
to be known as the Companions (^ahaba). 
"^Abdallah b. *^ Umar was one of these 
Companions, even though he was nearly ten 
years old when he arrived at Medina. He was 
to gain fame as a Companion of Muhammad and 
was the founder of Medina's School of Law. 
- 10 -
Chapter One 
The Early Life of 
•^Abdallah b. *=Umar b. al-Khattab 
A. His formative years 
B. Family background 
C. Childhood 
D. Conversion to Islam 
E. Emigration to Medina 
P. In Medina 
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'^Abdallah b. '=Umar 
A. His formative years 
His b i r t h . About ten years before the 
Muslim emigration to Medina (hi.ira). A.D. 613, 
a boy was born i n Mecca to "^ TJmar b. al-Khattab 
whom the l a t t e r named "^Abdallahd). This 
event was not of great significance at that 
time except for the interest aroused i n his 
immediate family. *^ Umar himself was naturally 
very pleased with the new boy, because i t was 
the f i r s t male child born to him(2). As i s 
s t i l l customary, the Arab preferred a male 
chi l d to a female, for different reasons. 
These reasons included keeping the family 
name, supporting the parents, f i g h t i n g the 
enemy and so on. At that time also some Arab 
tribes s t i l l used to bury g i r l s immediately 
after b i r t h ( 3 ) . But *-Umar clearly did not 
follow this custom and already had a g i r l 
before the a r r i v a l of his baby son. Anyway, 
he celebrated the occasion on a large scale 
1. Z i r i k l i , A^lam, IV, 246. Ibn Hajar Isaba, 
IV, 107. 
2. ^Umar's f i r s t child was a g i r l - Hafsa. 
5. This custom did not appear i n a l l the 
Arab tribes, but some clans were accust-
omed to doing so, such as B. Asad and 
B. Tamim, "but not a l l of them", cf. 
ShalabI, TarTkh, 1, 103. 
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! i n the taverns he was accustomed to frequent(4), 
al-Aqqad, ^^Aboarivat ''Umar. 116. Ibn Kathir 
Bidaya, I I I , 81. *=Umar was at this time a 
drinker. He himself admitted, " I was 
(before Islam) a drinker and I loved wine" 
(Zuntu ashrabuha wa-Uhibbuha). 
- 15 -
B. Family background 
'Abdallah b. *^ Umar was born to a noble 
family. His father's name was *^ Umar b. a l -
Zhattab b. Kufayl b. ^ Abd al—Uzza b. Riyah 
b. '^'Abdallah b. Qurt b. Eizah b. *Adi b. Ka^b 
b. Lu^ayy b. Ghalib b. Pihr. His kimya was 
Abu Hafs and his laqab al-Faruq(l). 
Thus Al al-Ehattab belonged to the tribe 
of Quraysh; the father of the t r i b e was a l -
Nadr b. Kinana,and their closest family group 
was called B. *^AddI. The more famous amongst 
them were those who lived i n Mecca during 
pre-Islamic times (2). The B. *^Addi were of 
noble status amongst Quraysh and ranked 
highest amongst the t r i b a l communities. A l l 
ambassadors to other t r i b a l groups were 
chosen from. B. *=^ Addl from those who were 
considered to be honourable, kind and 
respected(5). *^ Umar acted as an envoy 
representing his tribe(4) (as his grandfather, 
Ifufayl, had done before him), whenever wars 
2. Ibn al-Athir, Usd, IV, 53-
3. Muhammad, Muhabbar, 173-7« 
4. Ibn '^ Abd al-Barr a l - I s t i ^ a b , I I I , 11^5-
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broke out among their tribe's sub-tribes or 
between themselves and other tribes. He was, 
however, usually occupied before Islam i n 
helping his father, al-Khattab, as a shepherd(5) 
However, lat e r on, as i s well known, he became 
the second Caliph. 'Abdallah's grandmother 
was Hantama bint Hashim b. al-MughIra b. 
Makhzum(6), the l a t t e r being one of the chiefs 
of the Quraysh. "Abdallah's mother was Zaynab 
bint Mad^im b. Habib b. Wahab b. Jumah a l -
Jumahiyya(7)• 
5. Ibn Sa^d Tabaoat, I I I , 266. 
6. See footnote 1. above. Some authors think 
she was the daughter of Hisham. I f this 
i s so, then i t means she was Abu Jahl's 
sis t e r . Hisham and Hashim were brothers, 
so she must have been Abu Jahl's cousin. 
Cf, Ibn al-Athir Usd, IV, 52-3» and 
Tabarl, Riyad, 1,1^7. 
Hantama was from a very proud family who 
counted amongst their number such warriors 
as her father called Dhu ^1-Rum^ayn. Cf. 
Ibn *Abd al-Barr, al-Istl'^ab, I I I , 144. 
Also al-'^Aqqad, '^ Aboar.yyat '^ U^mar, 37, 
said her father was a commander i n the 
Quraysh army i n every b a t t l e . Her uncle, 
<^ Amr, was named Zad al-BuL who had 
meals served to countless numbers of guests 
who came to his door without i n v i t a t i o n . 
Cf. Levi-Provencal, Nasab Q.uraysh, IX, 299-301. ' 
7. Muhammad Muhabbar, 83. Ibn al-Athir, Usd, 
I I I , 227. ibn al-JawzI, Safwa I , 228. 
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C. His childhood 
"^Abdallah then was bom i n Mecca, at the 
house of B. '^ Addi between al-Safa and a l -
Marwahd). Another author mentions that, 
before Islam, "^ U^mar's house was i n Mecca on 
the mountain al-*Aqir which i s now known as 
*^ Umar's Mountain. At the time of ^Abdallah's 
b i r t h , social conditions i n Mecca were i n 
turmoil, due to the rise of the new rel i g i o n 
spreading amongst the members of Quraysh and 
of Al al-Kliattab(2). 
« * 
This situation led to some confusion. 
I t necessitated the overthrow of the idolatry 
of the t r i b a l forefathers of the people. They 
did not know whether to believe i n this new 
r e l i g i o n or to remain as they had always been. 
The Quraysh, as mentioned above, were 
famous amongst the Arab tribes, not only i n 
Mecca, but throughout the Peninsula. Divergence 
from t h e i r old r e l i g i o n woxild lead to Mecca 
no longer being a centre of pilgrimage. I t 
1. Ibn al-Azraq, Akhbar Makk, I I , 210-2. 
*^ Umar deiaolished this house and, as an 
offering to the Faith, made i t into an 
area i n which camels could rest at the 
time of pilgrimage. 
2. Ibn Sa*=d, Tabaqat, I I I , 266. 
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would also affect the main trade routes, for 
example that from the Yemen to Syria. More-
over, the Meccans were merchants or guides to 
the merchants, protecting them and assisting 
them i n finding their way on their business 
journeys. Commercial a c t i v i t i e s were one 
source of income. I f the Meccans changed 
th e i r r e l i g i o n , no-one would tru s t them, then 
they would lose their influence with the 
others outside the town and f i n a l l y lose 
th e i r income also. 
Another important reason was that the 
Quraysh were the protectors of the Meccan 
Haram (the sacred area aromd Ka*^ba). When 
the people came to Mecca on pilgrimage, they 
would be under the protection and receive 
the ho s p i t a l i t y of Al Hashim (family of 
Quraysh). A l l those who used to come on 
pilgrimage were idolaters, as were the Meccan 
people and also those i n the surrounding 
areas. Thus, i f the Quraysh changed their 
r e l i g i o n , then the pilgrimage to Mecca would 
be i n doubt and the Quraysh - and the Meccan 
people - would lose one of the main sources 
of t h e i r income. The pilgrims, too, spent 
large sums of money i n Mecca, which was the 
capital of the Arabian Peninsula, and this too 
would be lost to the town. 
- 17 -
The t h i r d reason i s that they were always 
independent i n their way of l i f e and had no 
wish to be followers of other people. 
The fourth reason is that they did not 
l i k e to do away with t r i b a l s o l i d a r i t y and 
inter-family r i v a l r y . 
There i s a f i n a l reason: the conservatism 
of the pre-Islamic Arabs. The Arabs were 
pagans, believing i n a whole host of gods. 
When Muhammad asked them to follow him, they 
said, "Does he make a l l gods one god? Verily 
t h i s i s a thing astonishing"(3). 
The Arabs were always proud of their 
ancestors. When Muhammad asked his uncle, 
Abu Talib, to believe i n God, he said, " I f 
I change my re l i g i o n because I fear something, 
that i s a shameful thing to do"(4). 
This respect for their ancestors was 
very important to the Arabs. 
When one said to them, "Follow what 
Allah hath sent down," they said, "Ho, we w i l l 
follow what we found our fathers following"(5)• 
For a l l these reasons then, the Meccans 
did not l i k e change. 
3. Qur^an, XXIVIII, 5-
4-. Ibn al-AthIr, al-Kamil. I I , 44. 
5. Q;ur>an, XXXI, 21. 
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'^Abdallah b. "^ Umar, as a l i t t l e boy, 
naturally did not understand the situation 
amongst his people and did not know what 
idolatry meant. He had probably seen idols 
i n his house or i n the Ka*^ ba when he went with 
his father. His father, "^ Umar, was at that 
time a heathen and was very cruel to the new 
Muslim followers(6). *^Abdallah was very 
respectful towards his father. When his 
father adopted the f a i t h , he accepted Islam 
too. 
"^Abdallah was the f i r s t boy born to his 
parents and he was therefore their favourite, 
especially of his father. ^'Abdallah had this 
close relationship with his father u n t i l the 
l a t t e r died, i n spite of the fact that he 
("^Abdallah) had thirteen other brothers and 
sisters. He grew up very close to his father, 
and was greatly influenced by his father's 
manner and morals which he himself adopted. 
Some examples of thi s can be found i n the 
next chapter. 
6. Tan^awi, Akhbar "^ Umar, 15, and, Ibn a l -
Ath i r , Kamil, I I , 47. 
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D. <^Abdallah b. '^ Umar's Conversion to Islam 
When *^Abdallah was nearly six years o l d ( l ) , 
his father, *^ Umar, embraced Islam(2). There 
are varying accounts of how the young boy also 
became a Muslim about the same time. They are 
as follows: 
As he was so young, he could not compre-
hend the religious debate before him, but 
merely followed the religious ideas of his 
father. 
There i s direct evidence for t h i s . 
*=Abdallah was reported to be always with his 
father, saying, " I accepted Islam along with 
my father when I was a child"(3). On another 
occasion, he said, " I was with my father" -
he means going to the Ka^ba - " I was a l i t t l e 
boy, but I r e c a l l everything"(4). 
In addition, *^Abdallah was accustomed to 
seeing Islamic religious ceremonies being 
performed, as his aiint, Fatima(5), was already 
1. We do not know exactly when he was born. 
2. Ibn al-JawzI, Safwa, I , 228. Ibn Safd, 
;!abaQat, I I I , 270, al-Tabarl, al-Riyai^, 
3. Ibn al-Athir, Usd, IV, 56. 
4. Ibn Hajar, Isaba, IV, 107. Ibn al-Athir, 
Usd, "IV, 56. al-TabarT,. al-Riyad. I I , 80. 
5. Ibn Sa^d, Tabaoat, I I I , 268. Ibn al-Athir, 
al-Kamil, I I , 58. 
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a Muslim. Therefore i t did not seem strange 
for him to see his father doing likewise. 
Ibn ^Abd al-Barr(6) and Ibn al-Athir(7) 
mentioned that Ibn ''Umar embraced the Faith 
before his father. They said also, "That i s 
not true, because Ibn "^ Umar himself rejected 
that". 
Ibn Kathir mentioned that, according to 
Nafi*^, i t was said(8), "The reason for saying 
that Ibh '^ Umar embraced Islam before his 
father i s that, at the time of al-Hudaybiya 
during the month of Dhu ^ l-Qa'^da six years 
after the hi.jra, U^mar saw an assembly of 
people aroiind the Prophet M\ihammad \inder the 
tree and asked his son, «=Abdall5h, to go to 
see what was the reason for such an assembly. 
"^•Abdallah saw a l l the Muslims making the 
"Pledge of Blood" or the "Pledge under the 
tree". ("Allah was well pleased with the 
believers when they swore allegiance unto 
thee beneath the tree ...")(9). As ^Abdallah 
made his pledge to the Prophet and returned to 
6. Ibn '^ Abd al-Barr, I s t l ^ a b , 950. 
7. Ibn al-Athlr, Usd, I I I , 227. 
8. Ibn Zathir, Bidaya, IV, 172-3. 
9. Qur=»an, XLVIII, 18. 
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his father, he told him t o come to make his 
pledge too. There i s another possible 
J u s t i f i c a t i o n for such a view. This was also 
the time of al-Hudaybiya, when '^ Umar sent his 
son *Abdallah to one of his friends who had 
borrowed his horse to ask him to return i t , 
as i t was needed for the f i g h t . '^Abdallah 
saw that a l l the Muslims were assembled 
around the Prophet to pledge their f a i t h to 
him, and he C'^Abdallah) made his pledge and 
went to his father to suggest that he also 
make his pledge(IO). 
Something new was happening to the l i t t l e 
boy which was to affect his l i f e . He f e l t 
that he had found something new. He used 
s t i l l to go with his father to the Ka'^ ba to 
learn how to pray. However, although he was 
very small for such a ceremony, he declared 
that t h i s was his f i r s t step towards embracing 
r e l i g i o n ( l 1 ) . He began to realise that the 
Muslim community had suffered enough at the 
hands of the Quraysh, especially from his 
10. The Sulh al-Hudaybiyah or Bay*^at al-Ridwan. 
The outline of the story i s g i v e n i n the 
following sources: Ibn Hisham, Sirat, I I I , 
355; al-WaqidI, MaghazI, 241; Ibn Sa^d, 
Tabaqat, I I , 69; Ibn Kathir, Bidaya, IV, 
11. Ibn Sa'^ d, Tabaoat. IV, 159. 
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father who was vehemently against them(l2). 
After his father, *^ Umar, embraced the Faith, 
the Muslim community changed. "^Abdallah saw 
the Muslims becoming stronger and thriving 
more. In the words of '^Abdallah b. Mas'^ ud: 
"We have been stronger since *^ Umar embraced 
Islam"(13). 
•^Abdallah b. '^ Umar himself commented, 
" I noticed that when my father embraced 
Islam, he was anxious to pass the news of 
his conversion to Islam from person to 
person among the Quraysh. Then he asked a 
person to spread this news, and went to the 
Ea'ba. I was with him, following him and I 
understood everything that I heard or saw. 
He started to f i g h t the Q\iraysh and to declare 
his conversion to his religion"(14). 
*^ Umar did so because he had been harming 
the Muslim people and he wanted now to make 
up for his previous offensive behaviour 
towards them. 
12. al-Tantawi, Akhbar '=Umar, 17. 
13. Ibn Sa^d, Tabacat, I I I , 270; al-Bukhairi, 
IV, 242; Ibn al-Athir, Usd» IV, 58. 
14. Ibn Kathlr, Bidaya, I I I , 81-82. 
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E. '^Abdallah b. '^ Umar's Emigration to Medina 
Four years after Ibn '^ Umar embraced Islam, 
the Muslim followers started to emigrate to 
Yathrib , later Medina, to promulgate their 
new r e l i g i o n and to protect themselves from 
the Quraysh's cruelty. '"Abdallah b. "^ Umar 
accompanied them. There i s disagreement i n 
the sources over Ibn "^ Umar's age at that time 
of his emigration to Medina and how he l e f t . 
Some sources say that he emigrated before 
his father. As Ibn al-Athir stated, 
""^Abdallah b. *^ Umar emigrated before his 
father, therefore some people thought he 
accepted Islam before his f a t h e r " ( l ) . Others, 
however, say that ^Abdallah b. "^ Umar emigrated 
to Medina with his father and his mother(2). 
The l a t t e r seems more feasible because "^ Umar 
was amongst the t h i r d group of emigrants, after 
the l a s t pledge of '^ Aqaba. The f i r s t group 
consisted of ^ fiis'^ab b. *=Amir and Ibn Umm 
Maktum(3). The second group consisted of B i l a l , 
Sa'^d(4) and *^ Ammar b. Yasir. The t h i r d group 
1. Ibn al-AthIr, Usd, I I I , 227. 
2. E.g. Ibn al-JawzI, Safwa, I , 228; Ibn Sa^d, 
Tabaaat, IV, 142; Tabari, al-Riyad, I I , 80. 
3. Ibn Umm Maktum's name was '^ Amr b. gays or 
•^Abdallah; his mother's name was ^ Atika 
and her kunya was Umm Maktum. Cf« Ibn a l -
Jawzi, Safwa, I , 237. 
4. Someone said Sa'^ d was Ibn Abi Waqqas. 
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consisted of ^ Umar b. al-Khattab, his wife and 
his family and some of his relatives, such as 
his brother and son-in-law and twenty other 
friends(5). 
There i s another dispute amongst the 
authors about Ibn *^ Umar's age when he emigrated. 
Ibn ai-AthIr said that ^Abdallah b. "^ Umar was 
11^ or 13 at that time. According to some 
authors, he was born two years after Muhammad's 
mission, assuming that Muhammad stayed i n Mecca 
thirteen years. Others said Ibn "^ Umar was 
born one year after Muhammad's mission, i f 
Muhammad stayed i n Mecca for ten years. 
In general i t seems that Muhammad stayed 
i n Mecca for thirteen years after his mission. 
Muhammad did not t e l l anyone except his nearest 
relatives that he was receiving revelations 
from God for three years. After that time, he 
Ibn Kathlr, Bidaya, I I I , 173. 
There are three faaiilies who went to Medina 
one year before the last pledge of '^ Aqaba: 
( i ) Abu Salma, '^Abdallah b. '^ Abd al-Asad 
with his wife and his son later on; 
( i i ) "=Amir b. Eabl*=ah with his wife LaylS; 
( i i i ) '^Abdallah b. Jahash with his wife and 
sister. 
They were a l l from the Quraysh. Cf. Ibn 
Hisham, al-Sirat, I I , 77-78. 
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started to declare his mission for ten years. 
That means that "^Abdallah b. "^ Umar embraced 
Islam about nine years after Muhammad 
declared his f i r s t revelation from God, or 
about six years after Muhammad(6) publicly 
revealed his mission. '^Abdallah b. "^ Umar 
supports this by saying, " I was six years 
old when I accepted Islam"(7). I n support of 
t h i s , Ibn al-Athir also said, "^ Umar accepted 
Islam after six years of Muhammad's mission"(8) 
Thus i t seems that ^'Abdallah b. "^ Umar 
emigrated with his father when he was ten 
years old. 
6. Ibn al-Athir, Kamil, I I , 76. 
7. Ibn Sa'^ 'd, Tabaoat, I I I , 270. 
8. Ibn al-Athir, Usd, IV, 57. 
F. ^Abdallah b. '^ Umar i n Medina 
When '^Abdallah b. "^ Umar entered Medina, 
he noticed a big difference between the two 
c i t i e s . The people of Medina on the whole 
welcomed the a r r i v a l of the emigrants, 
off e r i n g them h o s p i t a l i t y d ) . ^Abdallah was 
very happy, because he saw something new 
which he had not seen before. The c i t y was 
much pleasanter than Mecca, since i t was 
centred on an a g r i c u l t u r a l area with palm 
trees i n plenty. The climate, too, was 
kinder than that of Mecca. The people,in 
the main, welcomed them very warmly, i n 
contrast to the people of Mecca. 
Anyway, i t can be assumed that he was. 
liappy with t h i s change, as i s usual when a 
person t r a v e l s to another c i t y . 
A remarkable new s i t u a t i o n developed 
between the two peoples involved, who came to 
be known resp e c t i v e l y as the Emigrants 
(Muhajiiun, those who migrated from Mecca), 
and the Helpers (Ansar, Muhammad's supporters 
i n Medina), thus encouraging the idea of 
brotherhood(2) between them. As i s stated i n 
1. Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya. I l l , 197. 
2 . Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya. I l l , 226; Ibn Hisham, 
S I r a t , I I , 123. (According to the Hadlth 
"Herender, the Muslims are as brothers"). 
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the Qur'an: "Those who entered the c i t y and 
the P a i t h before them love those who emigrate 
unto them ..."(3). 
I n p r a c t i c e , t h i s meant that each 
Medinan Muslim was to regard himself as the 
protector of, and host to, one of the Meccan 
immigrants. Later they came to be known as 
the Companions (Sahaba. ) . 
'^Abdallah b. "^ Umar was thus one of these 
Companions, even though he was only ten years 
old. He learned a useful lesson at the 
beginning of t h i s phase of h i s l i f e , schooling 
himself for h i s future l i f e towards a close 
imdei^standing with the people, as h i s f i r s t 
teacher Muhammad had done. Prom the time when 
^Abdallah b. ""Umar started to follow Muhammad, 
he remained for much of the day and night i n 
the mosque(4). He had devoted himself to h i s 
r e l i g i o u s duties since he embraced the Paith. 
Then, when they were at Medina, and since t h e i r 
house was facing the mosque, he asked h i s father 
i f he could sleep at the mosque. He had heard 
that some people were always asking the Prophet 
about t h e i r dreams and that they had seen so and so 
3 . Qur'an, LIX, 9 . 
4. Ibn Sa'^d, Tabaqat, IV, 146-?. 
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i n them. His father granted h i s request and 
he s l e p t i n the mosque. The story i s told 
that, i n h i s sleep, he had a dream of someone 
giving him a kind of fa b r i c ( i s t a b r a Q ) ( 5 ) . 
I t was c l e a r to him that t h i s piece of material 
could take him to any place i n Heaven. Then, 
i n the morning, as he himself s t a t e s , " I went 
to my s i s t e r , Hafs, to ask her to mention the 
dream to her husband, Muhammad, and she did. 
The Prophet s a i d : "Your brother (^Abdallah) 
would be an upright man i f he were to pray at 
ni g h t " ( 6 ) . Prom that time ^Abdallah used to 
pray at night for a long time. That i s why 
some authors mentioned t h i s . Those such as 
Abu '^Abdallah al-Nisaburi have doubts about 
Ibn "'Umar's l i v i n g i n the mosque as "the 
people of the bench" (ahl a l - S a f f a ) who "were 
very poor people who had no homes and nothing 
to eat, and whom the other Muslims took over 
to t h e i r houses to feed" ( 7 ) . According to 
5» a l - i s t a b r a o al-diba.i a l - g h a l i ^ . Cf. Ma^'luf, 
al--Mun.1id« 9. diba.i being a material woven 
from s i l k and whose warp and weft are pure 
s i l k . 
5. This v i s i o n was rel a t e d by hi s son, Salim, 
and also by h i s c l i e n t , HSfi*^, by several 
authors, such as Ibn al - A t h I r , Usd, I I I , 
228; Ibn Sa^d, Tabagat, IV, 147 and Ibn 
Hajar, Isaba, IV, 107. 
7. Abu Na^im, H i l y a t . I , 337-^7. 
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Nisaburi's words, '"^Abdallah b. ^ Umar stayed 
i n the mosque with the stone benches as h i s 
dwelling and s h e l t e r " ( 8 ) . 
Another author refutes t h i s idea, saying, 
"The author, Abu Na^im al-Isbahani, mentioned 
i n h i s book H i l y a t a l - a w l i y a ^ that he (Abu 
Na'^im) used some rather abusive words, c a l l e d 
the Companions Sufis and charged them with 
Sufism because they were a s c e t i c " ( 9 ) . 
According to these words, the four 
Orthodox Caliphs and the Companions were much 
more a s c e t i c than were the S u f i s , and 
i n c i d e n t a l l y did not subscribe to Sufism. 
At that time, mysticism was not yet 
known or established and such an idea arose 
l a t e r on. Anyway, Sufism i s out of the 
question. "^Abdallah b. ^  Umar was not from 
the group who were accommodated at the mosque, 
because he was not poor; on the contrary, h i s 
father, '^Umar, was self-supporting and he was 
one of the r i c h e s t men amongst the Quraysh(lO). 
8. Abu Na^im, B i l y a t , I I , 7-
9 . Ibn al-Jawzi, Naod a l - ^ l m , 165. 
10. Ibn Kathir, Bidaya, I I I , 172; Tantawi, 
Alrhba-p ^Umar. 27* 
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According to Arab custom, young boys 
l i v e with t h e i r parents. This was e s p e c i a l l y 
true of '^ Umar and h i s son, ^Abdallah, who was 
always with h i s father. On the other hand, 
"^Umar's house was beside the Prophet's 
house, facing the mosque and there was a 
private door leading to the mosque, according 
to the Prophet's own d e s i g n ( l 1 ) . I f 
•^Abdallah b. '^ Umar for some reason slept 
occasionally i n the mosque, that did not 
mean that he belonged to the same c l a s s of 
those "people of the bench". 
Actually he was following i n the steps 
of Muhammad, preparing for future r e l i g i o u s 
matters and, therefore, he was always with 
h i s father i n the mosque. He himself also 
followed the Prophet c l o s e l y . He was there-
fore able to quote d i r e c t l y Muhammad's 
dir e c t i o n s and orders concerning the r e l i g i o u s 
and secular a f f a i r s of the community. Our 
sources suggest that ^Abdallah b. "^ Umar 
parti c i p a t e d i n these a f f a i r s by reason of h i s 
outstanding a b i l i t y to ens\ire that injunctions 
11. al-Bathnunl, Rihlah. 212. When Muhammad 
arr i v e d i n Medina he had the plan for the 
design of the mosque, for h i s own house, 
and houses of Abu Bakr, '^ Umar and 
•^Uthman. Within the f i r s t month he 
arranged that h i s house stood inbetween 
those of h i s successors. 
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newly revealed were passed on to the com-
'munity(l2). Therefore, the new Muslim 
community l i v e d very close to Muhammad, 
who taught them a new r e l i g i o n and way of 
l i f e . Hence a l l the Muslims came to the 
mosque. 
There i s a story that ^Abdallah b. 
•^ Umar as a l i t t l e boy always used to go 
to school ( i n f a c t i n the mosque, because 
at that time the mosque was the school) 
with h i s father, and how very clever he 
was even as a small boy. The Prophet 
once s a i d : "Amongst the trees there i s 
one kind of t r e e , the leaves of which do 
not f a l l and which i s l i k e a Muslim. T e l l 
me the name of that t r e e " . Everybody 
started thinking about the wild trees of 
the desert area and Ibn "^ Umar thought of 
the date palm, but f e l t too shy to answer. 
The others s a i d , "0 Apostle of God, inform 
us of i t " . He r e p l i e d , " I t i s the date 
palm". "^Abdallah told h i s father what had 
come to h i s mind, and "^ Umar sai d , "Had you 
s a i d i t , I would have preferred i t to 
12. Ibn Hisham, S i r a t , I I , 128. The f i r s t 
Sura revealed at Medina i s I I , the Cow. 
Cf. Qutb, Z i l a l , I , 27. 
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anything that I might possess". This indicates 
that he was very i n t e l l i g e n t , but also a shy 
boy ( l 3 ) . 
13- Narrated on the authority of I s m a ^ i l , on 
the authority of Malik, on the authority 
of *^Abdallah b. Dinar, on the authority 
of ^Abdallah b. '^ Umar. Sahih al-Bukhari, 
I , 97-8, No. 133 and Ibn Hajar, Path a l -
B a r i , I , 119-120. 
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The M i l i t a r y L i f e of 
^Abdallah b. '"Umar 
Part played i n the m i l i t a r y campaigns 
of Muhammad 





*=Ali b. Abi Talib 
Part played i n the m i l i t a r y campaigns 
of Muhammad 
A short while a f t e r the new residents 
s e t t l e d i n Medina, several small m i l i t a r y 
expeditions went out, led by Muhammad 
himself with both Muha.i irun and Ah?ar 
p a r t i c i p a t i n g against the Quraysh(l). 
Muhammad acted thus against the Quraysh 
to avenge himself a f t e r t h e i r opposition 
to him, to impress upon them how strong the 
Muslim community had become and f i n a l l y to 
obtain booty. 
•^Abdallah b. "^ Umar had not yet reached 
the required age to j o i n the army. As usual, 
i t i s r e l a t e d , he followed h i s father as he 
l e f t for b a t t l e . Also, he was so fond of 
Muhammad that he wanted to spend as much 
time as possible i n h i s company. He also 
c l e a r l y l i k e d to see and to know what 
expedition was being mounted. 
He eventually joined the invaders and 
associated with the army i n t h e i r a c t i v i t i e s 
on the b a t t l e - f i e l d . He presented himself 
to Muhammad at the time of the b a t t l e s of 
1. Al-Waqidi, MaghazI, 4-10. 
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Badr and Uhud to ask permission to f i g h t . The 
Prophet, however, sent him back on account of 
h i s age(2). He was to go with the army only 
so long as they were not a c t u a l l y i n b a t t l e . 
He c e r t a i n l y went about amongst the combatants 
at Badr and Dhud(3) to give out water, or to 
bandage Ife; wounded, or to help by preparing 
the arrows. 
'^Abdallah was about f i f t e e n years old at 
the time of the siege of Medina(4), the Battle 
of iChandaq. He supported h i s r i g h t to fight 
on t h i s occasion, saying, " I presented myself 
to the Prophet to fi g h t at the Battle of 
Dhud, when I was fourteen years old. He did 
not permit me to f i g h t then, but on the day of 
al-Khandaq when I presented myself, I was 
f i f t e e n years old, so he permitted me"(5). 
2. Al-Waqidl, Maghazi, 12. 
3. Ibn Hajar, Isaba, I I I , 107, Tahdhib a l -
Tahdhib, V, 330. 
4. Abu al-Pida , Tarikh, I , 141. ^This 
campaign took place on 5 Shawwal, 5/626. 
5. Ibn Sa^d, Tabaqat, IV, 143. This served 
as a precedent l a t e r i n an analogous case 
put forward by *^ Umar b. ^Abd al-'=Aziz, 
the Umayyad Caliph, who s a i d , "That i s the 
d i v i s i o n between the old and the young". 
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Afterwards he took part i n a l l m i l i t a r y 
actions during the Prophet's l i f e t i m e , such 
as Khaybar, the disastrous expedition to 
Mu'ta, the Conquest of Mecca and so on. 
Even as a young man he was remarkable i n 
m i l i t a r y matters. He fought bravely as a 
cavalryman i n the army, i f not always as a 
commander. Por instance, the Prophet sent 
him with a detachment to Bfajd where they won 
the b a t t l e and took part i n dividing the 
booty among the s o l d i e r s . Everyone was 
given eleven camels and one more. This 
d i v i s i o n was accepted by the Prophet without 
any change. This meant that '^Abdallah was 
capable both as a fight e r and as an 
administrator(6). 
However, another source (7 ) states that 
'^Abdallah b. "^ Umar mentioned, " I was with a 
detachment sent by the Prophet to Najd. We 
won the b a t t l e and our share (was) eleven of 
something (Sahm) of the booty, and twelve 
camels, and the Prophet gave us one more 
camel as a present ( n a f a l ) . " This version, 
mentioned i n one reference only, d i f f e r s from 
most. 
6. Ibn Sa*=d, Tabaqat, IV, 146. 
7. E. Levi-Proven^al, Hasab Quraysh, 350. 
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When "^Abdallah b. "^ Umar was twenty years 
old, he went with the Muslim army to conquer 
Mecca. He was one of the cavalrjnaen to find 
favour with Muhammad. The l a t t e r praised 
him when he saw him r i d i n g a steady horse 
with a heavy spear, and arrayed i n b a t t l e 
f i n e r y and swaggering i n the ranks of the 
army. The Prophet s a i d : "That i s '^Abdallahi 
That i s ^ Abdallahi"(8). 
8. Ibn Sa<^d, Jaba^at, IV, 172, 
'^Abdallah b. '^Umar's m i l i t a r y a c t i v i t i e s 
during the period of the Orthodox Caliphs 
Introduction 
Before we continue our account of Ibn 
•^Umar's m i l i t a r y l i f e during the l a t e r years 
• i t i s necessary to give a b r i e f idea about 
the changing state of the regime from the 
period of the prophecy to that of personal 
government. 
Naturally human beings seek to wield 
authority over other people, even over close 
r e l a t i v e s . Therefore, a f t e r Muhammad died 
the Muslim community started to quarrel 
amongst themselves to obtain power, even 
though Muhammad was s t i l l not buried. The 
trouble-makers were the Ansar, who had a 
meeting i n Saqlfat B. Sa*^idah(l). The 
leader of the meeting was Sa'^d b. *^  inDadah(2), 
one of the Ansar. He was desirous of being 
Caliph a f t e r Muhammad. The other side opposing 
1. Al-Tabarl, Tarikh, I I I , 218-223. 
2 . Sa'^d b. ^ Ubadah b. Dulaim b. Harithah 
a l - K h a z r a j i . He was one of the nine 
persons i n the accounts of the second 
meeting at al-*Aqaba as guarantors of 
the new converts. He was proposed as 
a successor to the Prophet. His death 
was i n Hawran about 15 (636/637) . Cf. 
E . I . , IV, 32. 
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him were the Muha.iirun. whose leaders were 
Abu Bakr, ^Umar and Abu ^ Ubayda(3). The 
t h i r d group was "^Ali b. Abi Tal i b and some 
of h i s r e l a t i v e s . 
A c e r t a i n K h a z r a j l stated that he 
would not l i k e the Caliphate to be given 
to Al al-Daylam from the Ansar. That was 
most favourable to the cause of the MuhaoirUn. 
Bashir b. Sa*d(4) sided with the Muhajirun, 
accepting *^Umar's idea that the Caliphate 
must go to one of the Quraysh. 
Immediately, ^Umar and Bashir started 
to pay homage to Abu Bakr. At the same time, 
Usayd b. Hudayr (5) , the chief of the Aws, 
gave h i s homage to Abu Bakr and followed h i s 
t r i b e because Usayd thought that i f the 
KhazraJ won power, i t would be disastrous 
5. Abu "^ITbayda: *^ Amir b. *^Abdallah b. a l -
Jarrah of the family of al-Harith of 
the Qurayshite t r i b e of Pihr. One of 
the ten be l i e v e r s to whom paradise was 
promised. He f e l l victim to the plague 
i n S y r i a , i n 18/639 at the age of 58. 
Cf. E.ITT I , 158. 
4, Bashir b. Sa^d. One of the KhazraJ. He 
attended the second '^ Aqaba meeting with 
Muhammad. He died at "^ Ayn al-Tamr i n 
12/633. Cf. E ^ l / , I , 1077. 
5 . Usayd b. al-Hudayr b. Samak b. 'Alik b. 
Imria^al-Qays. He was the leader of the 
Aws. He was known as al-Kamil because 
he was renowned for h i s writing, swimming 
and shooting. He died i n Medina i n 20/ 
640. Cf. Ibn Sa^d, Tabagat, I I I , 6O3-6. 
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for the Aws. Then the Muhajirun and Ansar 
paid t h e i r homage to Abu Bakr. 
These two pa r t i e s had solved t h e i r 
problem, but what about B. Hashim? "^Ali, 
h i s uncle al-*Abbas and Abu Sufyan(6) began 
to excite * A l i against Abu Bakr. There were 
a few of both the Muhajirun and Ansar and 
*^Ali's r e l a t i v e s , who did not pay homage to 
Abu Bakr, because they thought that A l l was 
more e n t i t l e d to be Caliph. ^Ali b. Abi 
Ta l i b kept quiet, without paying homage to 
Abu Bakr, u n t i l h i s wife, Patima(7), died i n 
11/632. Even ^ A l i b. Abi Talib was seeking to 
be Caliph, but he did not l i k e to make trouble 
for the compsuiy, even though h i s uncle and 
others were pushing him, but i n f a c t h i s delay 
i n paying homage was because h i s wife, Patima, 
was annoyed with Abu Bakr about her inheritance 
6. Abu Sufyan Sakhr b. Harb. B. TJmayya, of 
the clan of ''^Abd Shamk of Quraysh, a 
prominent Meccan merchant who died i n 
32/653 at the approximate age of 88. Cf. E i l 2 , I , 151. 
7. Patima, Muhammad's daughter. She died 
s i x months a f t e r her father. Cf. A l -
ipabarT, Tarikh, I I , 208. 
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of Padak(8). Abu Bakr did not give them the 
r i g h t t o have such a t h i n g , because Muhammad 
himself said: "We are not he i r s ; the property 
we have w i l l go t o the people as alms"(9)« 
^Umar was very hard on them when they 
d i d not pay homage t o Abu Bakr. 
Thus, a f t e r Muhammad's death and the 
congress of Saqlfat B. Sa*ida, the Muslim 
community immediately elected Abu Bakr(lO), 
and he was followed by '^ Umar b. al-Khattab. 
Both were accepted throughout the land, with 
the same s p i r i t of complete equality and 
brotherhood as had prevailed amongst the 
8. Fadak: an ancient small town i n the 
northern h i j a z near Khaybar, not f a r 
from Medina. The modern v i l l a g e of 
al-Huwayyit. When i n 5/627 Muhammad 
took h i s well-known measures against 
B. Qurayza, the Jews of Khaybar, a f t e r 
t h e i r breaking of a vow, Fadak was 
allocated t o Mu^iammad, who devoted the 
revenues from i t t o needy t r a v e l l e r s 
sind also f o r the maintenance of the 
poor of the B. Hashim. 
Fatima maintained that Fadak, l i k e 
Muhammad's share, should come to her 
as * her father's heiress. Abu Bakr, on 
the other hand, maintained that t h i s 
should remain exactly as Mu^ iammad had 
s e t t l e d i t . A l l supported his wife. 
This question of inheritance aggravated 
h i s opposition towards Abu Bakr. Not 
only Fatima, but her uncle, al-*^Abbas, 
also was a claimant t o the estate of 
Fadak. Cf. E.l!". I I , 725-7-
9. concordance, XLV, '^8^^. Sec \A/cri s iticU. 
10. Al-ipabari, Tarikh, I I I , 218-223; Ibn 
Qutayb, Imama, I , 4, 15. 
f a i t h f u l since Muhammad's time. The f i r s t 
three Caliphs continued to follow the 
general p o l i c i e s , especially Abu Bakr and 
*^ Umar. Eeligious enthusiasm was s t i l l 
a l i v e . "^ Umar was successful i n checking 
t r i b a l jealousies and family r i v a l r i e s . 
His 37ule was accepted without objection or 
question. M i l i t a r y a c t i v i t y d i d not cease. 
While at f i r s t Muhammad and his followers 
fought against the Quraysh and other Arab 
t r i b e s around Mecca, now the f i g h t i n g 
continued against other peoples, e.g. the 
Byzantines and the Persians. While formerly 
they had been f i g h t i n g i n and around t h e i r 
own land, now they campaigned t o di s t a n t 
places, i n t o I r a q , E3aurasan, Nahawand and 
A f r i c a , u n t i l they had carved out a large 
empire. 
*^Abdallah b. ''Umar, during the 
Caliphate of Abu Bakr and his f a t h e r , ^Umar, 
spent h i s time i n m i l i t a r y a c t i v i t i e s . 
We hear also of hi s p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n 
m i l i t a r y a f f a i r s during the Umayyad Caliphate, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y that of Mu'^Swiya. 
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The Caliphate of Abu Bakr 11-15/632-634 
Soon a f t e r Abu Bakr came to power, war 
broke out. This war was known as the "War 
of Apostasy", or the War of the Hidda. I t 
was very important i n the l i f e of the early 
Muslims, because i t f l a r e d up Just a f t e r 
Muhammad's death when Muslims were s t i l l 
not unanimous about Abu Bakr taking the 
Caliphate. 
B r i e f l y the background to t h i s war jwas 
as f o l l o w s : The Arabs were more i n c l i n e d 
to accept Islam a f t e r Muhammad won a 
v i c t o r y at Badr(l) with such a small number 
of h i s followers, f o r then he became greater 
i n the eyes of the Arabs. After Badr he 
staged numerous expeditions against the 
Quraysh and also against-other h o s t i l e 
nomads. However, they occupied a wide area 
round Medina and even as f a r as places on 
the route to Syria. 
Then the Islamic community increased 
r a p i d l y as many of the smaller t r i b e s near 
Medina a l l i e d themselves with Miihammad. 
1. Badr; the name of a place between Medina 
and Mecca, which became the scene of a 
b a t t l e between Muhammad and Quraysh i n 
2/623. Cf. Al-Masu^n, 332. 
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Throughout west and central Arabia his power 
and prestige were great. This was because 
the nomads discovered that Muhammad was the 
strongest man i n Arabia. 
Soon those Arabs who were not i n an 
al l i a n c e w i t h Muhammad came to Medina from 
a l l parts of Arabia, asking f o r a l l i a n c e 
w i t h him. The conditions of al l i a n c e were 
the acceptance of Islam and the acknowledge-
ment of Muhammad as prophet, and they had to 
agree to the Islamic r i t u a l , such as cert a i n 
payments to Medina, tech n i c a l l y i n the form 
of " r e l i g i o u s alms". 
This, however, did not mean that a l l 
the Arabs became Muslims. There were some 
reasons f o r accepting such a r e l i g i o n , even 
without being pressed i n t o i t . For example, 
some of the t r i b e s were weaker and sought 
an a l l i a n c e w i t h Muhammad i n order t o 
strengthen t h e i r p o s i t i o n against t h e i r 
r i v a l s . Some thought that they would have 
more opportunity and hope of plunder i n the 
Muslims' expeditions than i n t h e i r own raids. 
I t was becoming increasingly obvious that 
Muhammad was i n a better p o s i t i o n to guarantee 
secu r i t y t o h i s followers than any other 
leader i n that part of Arabia, and that he was 
able t o show a high degree of Justice and f a i r 
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play between the various sections of his 
community. As Muhammad's po s i t i o n strength-
ened, those not a l l i e d w i t h him became more 
i n c l i n e d t o Join him, including some whose 
a l l i a n c e to him would mean some loss of s e l f -
determination. 
I n the year 9/630(2) a f t e r Muhammad's 
conquest of Mecca, the Quraysh and Thaqif 
embraced Islam and the other Arabs understood 
there was no choice f o r them but to do the 
same because the Meccans were the corner-
stone then, and the remainder could not f i g h t 
Muhammad. They, therefore, started to send 
t h e i r deputies t o make peace w i t h Muhammad. 
I n the same way, the pro-Persian groups i n 
the yemen(3)i Oman and other places followed 
him because they thought that the Islamic 
state was l i k e the Byzantine and Persian 
empires. I f they went on to say how i t 
d i f f e r e d , they had to use r e l i g i o u s terms. 
2. Ibn Hisham, S i r a t , IV, 221-258. The Tear 
9 was ca l l e d the "Year of Deputation"; 
Ibn a l - A t h l r . a l - K a m i l , I I , 195-9. 
3 . Ibn Hisham, S i r a t , IV, 264-271. I t was 
at the end of the Tear IO/631 that 
Muhammad sent delegates t o countries 
such as the Yemen. 
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Af t e r Muhammad's death, therefore, they 
began t o give up t h e i r obedience(4) and a l -
Aswad al-^Ani ( 5 ) claimed the prophecy i n the 
Yemen and Musaylima(6) and Saoah(7) did the 
same i n Yamama, because they had seen 
Muhammad had become such a powerful person, 
because he was a messenger of God. 
Yet others d i d not claim that they were 
prophets, and did not r e t u r n to Arab paganism, 
but remained Muslims, yet refused to pay the 
(Zakat) alms. Then most of the Arabs were 
4. Ibn a l - A t h I r , al-Kamil, I I , 231; a l -
Tabari, Tarlkh, I I I , 228-249. 
5. Al-Aswad b. Ka'^ b al-^'Ani of the t r i b e of 
MadhhiJ, leader of the f i r s t fiidda i n the 
Yemen during Muhammad's time. His proper 
name i s ''Ayhala* or *^Abhala. He claimed 
to be a (Kahin) soothsayer, speaking i n 
the name of Allah or al-Rahman. His 
monotheism i s probably derived from 
C h r i s t i a n i t y or Judaism. He was k i l l e d 
i n 11/632 by some persons whom Muhammad 
had sent. Cf. E.I.2, I , 728. 
6. Musaylima, a prophet of B. Hanifa i n 
Yamama. He must have been considerably 
influenced by C h r i s t i a n i t y . He was 
k i l l e d i n 12/633- Cf. E.I., I I I , 796. 
7 . Sa.iah% one of several prophets and t r i b a l 
leaders who sprang up i n Arabia shortly 
before and during the Ridda. She herself 
was Chr i s t i a n . She came to the fore i n 
11/632 a f t e r Muhammad's death. She 
decided t o join'Musaylima and married 
him. Later, she embraced Islam when 
her family decided to s e t t l e i n Basra. 
Cf. E.I . 1 , IV, 44-45. 
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apostates except the Quraysh and Thaqif ( 8 ) . 
This happened because they thought the Muslim 
commxinity would be very weak a f t e r Muhammad, 
and they d i d not know who would follow him, 
and i f he would be as strong as Muhammad or 
not. They decided, therefore, that they would 
wait and see how events turned out. 
Abu Bakr began m i l i t a r y action against 
them i n d i f f e r e n t places with a number of 
commanders, such as Khalid b. al-Walld, *^ Amr 
b. al-*^As, Shurahbil b. Hasnah, '^Ikrima b. 
Abi Jahl and others. Abu Bakr himself was 
f i g h t i n g against those who came to the 
borders of Medina. 
During the Ridda, "^Abdallah b. ^Umar was 
w i t h h i s uncle, Zayd b. al-Khattab, who was 
the commander of the Muhajirun. The army 
triumphed over the enemy and returned to 
Medina. Zayd b. al-Khattab himself was k i l l e d . 
'Umar was very sad at his brother's death, as 
he loved him very much. Then *^ Umar said to 
h i s son *^Abdallah, "Why did you not perish 
l i k e your u n c l e , Zayd?" *^Abdallah r e p l i e d , 
"He asked God t o grant that he should die as 
a martyr i n the way of God, and He granted his 
8. Ibn a l - A t h i r , al-Kamll, I I , 231; al-Tabari, 
Tarlkh, I I I , 242. 
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wish. I asked the same favour, but was not 
accepted"(9) . 
9 . Al-Tabarl, Tarlkh, I I I , 292. 
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'iJmar b. al-Khattab's Caliphate 
13-23/634-643 
When the Muslim armies eventually 
triumphed i n the Eidda wars, Abu Bakr asked 
the Medinese people and the Companions to 
form an army t o serve i n the newly conquered 
t e r r i t o r i e s , as Muhammad had in t e n d e d ( l ) . 
When *^ Umar came to power that campaign 
was \inder way i n the struggle t o conquer 
these t e r r i t o r i e s . "^AbdallSh was one of 
those present i n the campaign, and the 
Commanders-in-Chief were^Amr b. al-*^As and 
Abu *'Ubayda b. al-Jarrah. ^AbdallSh b. *^ Umar 
was the leader of one thousand cavalrymen 
under h i s f l a g , and t h i s was the f i r s t time 
he led such a number. 
This action was against the Byzantines 
near Aylah(2). *^Abdallah k i l l e d the enemy 
Commander(3). *AbdallSh was very proud of 
his army's achievement because he l o s t only 
1. Al-Waqidi, Putuh, I , 2; Kurd * ^ A l i , Futuh, 
I , 106.^. 
2. Aylah; a small port on the Gulf of *^ Aqaba. 
I t was a trade centre between Palestine 
and the Arabian Peninsula. I t i s now 
ca l l e d ^Aqaba. The Muslims won a v i c t o r y 
there. 
3. Al-Waqidi, Putuh, I , 9-10. 
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seven s o l d i e r s , although he had seized very 
valuable booty and his army said, "We accept 
a l l t h i s triumph and goods because *^Abdallah 
was a pious man"(4). 
He continued to use such methods. When 
the army was beset with d i f f i c u l t i e s , the 
Commander asked, "Where i s ^ Abdallah b. 
^Umar?"(5). M i l i t a r y a f f a i r s were not a l i e n 
to him(6). He was also one of the s i x whose 
valour was proved i n the war ( 7 ) . *^Abdallah 
always sought out the leader of the enemy 
i n the b a t t l e . An example of t h i s was at 
al-Mada^in(8) i n I r a q . I n t h i s campaign, 
'^Abdallah b. '^ Umar fought a duel with a 
Persian leader (dahqan). IbnUmar triumphed 
over t h i s enemy and k i l l e d him. Some of the 
soldiers were accustomed to l o o t i n g every-
t h i n g a f t e r an assault, especially m i l i t a r y 
equipment, and then g i v i n g i t to Ibn *^ Umar, 
4. Al-Waqidi, Futuh, I , 10 and 11. 
5 . Al-WaqidT, Futuh, I , 104. 
6. - Al-Mubarrad, Tahdhib, I , 11. 
7. Al-Waqidi, Futuh. I , 106. They were 
Khalid b. al-Walid, al-Zubayr b. a l -
*^ Awam, *^ Abd al-EahmSn b. Abi Bakr, a l -
Fadl b. al-*^Abbas, Dirar b. al-Azwar 
and ^Abdallah b. *=-Umar. 
8. Al-Baghdadi, Tarlkh, I , 171-
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but he did not accept the booty. When he 
came back to Medina he gave i t to his father ( 9 ) ' 
He did t h i s because he was not f i g h t i n g 
t o obtain booty or to seem superior amongst 
hi s Companions, but f o r the glory of his 
country and creed. He said, " I f you hate 
j i h a d , you w i l l be despised and your enemy 
w i l l conquer you"(10) . 
On one occasion the Persians again 
renounced t h e i r allegiance to the Arabs i n 
Nahawand and began to rebel a f t e r having been 
conquered by them. The Caliph '^ Umar wanted 
to Join i n the f i g h t i n g there himself, but 
the Companions i n Council did not accept his 
request. Then/-Umar sent notable persons 
from Medina \inder the command of al-Na*^man 
b. Muqrin. His son, *^Abdallah, was one of 
those m e n ( l l ) . '^Abdallah b. Umar was f i g h t i n g 
9. Ibn Sa'^ d, Tabaaat, IV, 170. (This inform-
a t i o n about "^Abdallah b. "^ -Umar was given 
on the a u t h o r i t y of Ahmat b. *=^Abd-allah 
b. Yunis, on the a u t h o r i t y of Abu Shihab, 
on the a u t h o r i t y of HaJJaJ b. I r t a , on 
the a u t h o r i t y of Nafi'^.J 
10. Al-Shaybani, Sharh al-Siyar, I , 29. 
11. K h a l i f a , Tabaqat, 172, mentioned that 
^Abdallah b. c'Umar_was f i g h t i n g with the 
army to conquer Khuzistan, Kirman^^ 
Nahlwand and al-Payhan; TabarX, Tarlkh, 
IV, 115. * * 
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i n d i f f e r e n t c i t i e s of the east, Kirman, 
Isfahan and so on. 
On the other hand, he was not only 
engaged i n f i g h t i n g along with the army, but 
also used t o put forward r e l i g i o u s views and 
advice, according t o what was happening i n 
the course of the campaign(l2). Since i t 
was winter, w i t h deep snow covering the road, 
the army was stranded there f o r s i x months. 
•^Abdallah b. '^ Umar was performing the short 
prayer ( 1 3 ) . 
However, t h i s case of reducing prayers, 
as Ibn 'Umar said, i s the Sunna, supple-
menting the Qur'an and Muhammad's teaching, 
as the f o l l o w i n g example shows. 
Once, a person came t o Ibn *Umar, asking 
him, "Abu *^ Abd al-Rahman ( ^ Abdallah b. ^ Umar's 
kunya), we f i n d an i n s t r u c t i o n i n the Qur'an 
to reduce the prayer when f i t t i n g , but nothing 
about t r a v e l l i n g i n peace time". Ibn "^ Umar 
said, "That i s the Sunna of the Prophet and" we 
must follow the Sunna"(14). As i s stated i n 
12. Ibn Sa*=d, Tabaoat, IV, 162. 
13- Short prayer. This i s permitted i n Islam 
i n times of war, t r a v e l l i n g , etc. to 
reduce the number of rak^'ahs - i n some 
prayers - at noon, afternoon and l a t e at 
n i g h t . 
14. Malik, Kuwa1?ta^, I , 264. 
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the Qur'an: " V e r i l y , i n the Messenger of Allah, 
ye have a good example"(15). 
On another occasion when the Muslim army 
departed f o r the conquest of Egypt, t h e i r 
enemy was large i n number. The Muslims were 
apprehensive about t h i s . The Commander-in-
Chief was *Amr b. al-*As and he proceeded t o 
c a l l together his leaders, such as al-Zubayr, 
*^ Abd al-Eahman, *^Abdallah b. ^ Umar and others. 
*^Abdallah b. "^ Umar answered the c a l l r e a d i l y 
and was put i n charge of a troop of f i v e 
hundred cavalry. He was delighted with his 
command and hurried t o the b a t t l e - f i e l d , 
r e c i t i n g a poem prai s i n g his own valour(16) 
though such haughty behaviour i s disapproved 
of i n Islam. 
*^Abdallah sometimes used t o be a guide or 
so l d i e r w i t h an army d i v i s i o n under him. He 
rode i n the centre of h i s s o l d i e r s , or on the 
wing. He would not change his p o s i t i o n , but, 
i f he had no special detachment, he would then 
be i n the centre of the combijfiants, helping 
the weak section of the armyi 'oir jhe would be 
at the side of the Commander(17). 
15 . Qur^Sn, XXXIII, 21. 
16. Al-Waqidi, Putuh,, I I , 140. 
17. Al-Waqidx, Futuh, I I , 146. 
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On one occasion he was f i g h t i n g against 
a mass of Byzantine soldiers, amounting to 
more than one thousand. With his d i v i s i o n 
he triumphed, but he was wounded s i x times i n 
hi s hand ( l 8 ) . This points not only t o his 
personal bravery, but also to his carelessness 
f o r h i s own safety. I f he had died, i t would 
have been glorious f o r him to perish i n God's 
way ( f i s a b i l Allah) or to give his nation 
v i c t o r y . He himself explained t h i s t o his 
f a t h e r : ^ ' I always obtained v i c t o r y f o r the 
army and w i t h my f i g h t i n g I shook the 
Byzantine army's f a i t h and caused t h e i r 
collapse" ( 1 9 ) . 
18. Al-WaqidI, Futuh, I I , 149. 
19- Al-Waqidi, Futuh, I I , 129-
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The Caliphate of ^ Uthman 
2-23/4-11-644 
35/655 
When '^ Uthman came to power, *^Abdallah b. 
''"Umar took no part i n m i l i t a r y a c t i v i t i e s 
because he was older than before and occupied 
himself w i t h serving the people by solving 
t h e i r r e l i g i o u s and le g a l problems i n his 
capacity as a judge.; Even though several 
m i l i t a r y expeditions took place during 
"^Uthman's r e i g n ( l ) , Ibn '^mar joined i n only 
one campaign invasion of Jurjan and Tabarastan 
under the command of Sa'^id b. al-'^s 
* 
invaded w i t h the other Companions, such as 
Hudayfa b. al-Yaman, "^AbdallSh b. ''Abbas, 
^AbdallSh b. al-Zubayr, '^Abdallah b. ^Amar 
b, al-*^As, al-Hasan and al-Husayn, the sons 
of All b. Abl Talib and others. That foray 
was i n 30/650(2). 
Ibn '^ Umar reduced his m i l i t a r y a c t i v i t i e s 
because fewer and fewer conquests were taking 
place, and most of the states were occupied 
before by '''Uthman's time. 
1. Ibn a l - A t h i r , al-£amil. I l l , 45-54; Ibn 
Ka t h i r , al-Bidava. V I I , 151-154. . 
2. i b n a l - A t h i r , al-Kamil. 54; Ibn Kathir, 
.q-Bidaya, V I I , 154; al-Tabari, Tarlkh, 
IV, 270. • — • • — 
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I t i s possible that Ibn '^ Umar went on 
campaigns but his t o r i a n s of that time did 
not mention his name. 
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The Caliphate of '^Ali b. Abl Talib 
Previously '^Abdallah b. '^ Umar had played 
a large p a r t i n m i l i t a r y l i f e , but a f t e r a l l 
the struggles i n which he had par t i c i p a t e d 
since the age of eleven, he changed his l i f e 
s t y l e by leaving h i s active m i l i t a r y l i f e ( l ) 
and keeping himself away from the incessant 
troubles at Medina, i n order to devote himself 
t o r e l i g i o u s p u r s u i t s . 
When ^ A l i b. Abi Talib came to power, 
a l l the Muslim communities were i n an extrem-
ely agitated s t a t e . ^Abdallah b.^Umar d i d 
not pay homage immediately(2), not because he 
considered '"All as undesirable, but f i r s t Of 
a l l because he disapproved of the v i o l e n t 
way i n which '^Uthman had been removed from 
his o f f i c e ( 3 ) » and secondly, he disapproved 
of t h i s manner of choosing a successor, that 
i s by means of reg i c i d e , which n a t u r a l l y 
h o r r i f i e d the Muslim community at that time. 
1. Al-Vaqidi, MaghazI, 171. 
2. Al-Baladhur1, Ansab, V, 188; Ibn Qutayba, al-Imama, I , 42. 
3 . Ibn Qutayba, al-Imama« I , 42; Tabari, Tarikh, IV, 4 5 8 7 
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Later on *fibdallahb. ^Umar paid his homage to 
"^AIT, along w i t h the whole company. 
According to Ibn ^Umar, "^Ali b. Abl Talib 
was the most suitable person f o r Caliphate f o r 
many reasons(4); he was one of the s i x persons 
at the Council who were elected by U^mar to 
be Caliph; he was the most suitable candidate 
because he was the f i r s t young Muslim; he was 
the cousin and son-in-law of Muhammad and had 
been i n d a i l y contact with him; and he was 
very r e l i g i o u s and courageous i n time of war. 
A f t e r a while, the f i r s t C i v i l War broke 
out. I t began w i t h the Battle of the Camel, 
when Talha and al-Zubayr, together with 
^^A'isha, wanted to go to Basra ( 5 ) i n order to 
f i g h t the Caliph ^'Ali t o revenge "^Uthman. 
The mood' of the people arose out of feelings 
of confusion due to the divided l o y a l t i e s 
which they shared between "^Uthman and "^Ali's 
cause, together w i t h the existence of a t h i r d 
faction which remained p o l i t i c a l l y n e u t r a l . 
4 . Ibn Qutayba, al-Imama, I , 3 5 * 
5 . Basra i s a c i t y i n the southern part of 
I r a q , established i n the reign of the 
Caliph ^Umar b. al-Khattab. 
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Talha and al-Zubayr were among the s i x 
of the Council appointed by <^ 'Umar to be 
Caliph. They were also among the ten persons 
whom the Prophet Muhammad declared would go 
to Paradise. They were very close Companions 
and r e l a t e d t o him as welLAl-Zubayr b. a l -
•^ Awam was the maternal cousin of the Caliph 
^ A l i b. Abi T a l i b . They went there because 
there they found some support f o r t h e i r cause. 
Ostensibly, they were avenging "^Uthman, but 
the f a c t was that Talha and al-Zubayr wished 
t o share the r u l e w i t h "^11. "^A^isha was not 
i n r e a l i t y avenging *^Uthman, but avenging 
h e r s e l f because her action had been misinter-
preted and her honour called i n t o question by 
'^Ali when Muhammad was a l i v e ( 6 ) . 
Both parties asked 'Abdallah b. Umar 
to j o i n them f o r d i f f e r e n t reasons. The 
f i r s t party - *^A'isha, Talha and al-Zubayr(7) 
asking Ibn "^ Umar to j o i n them to seek the 
people's support because he was a popular 
person throughout the commiinity. The Caliph 
^ A l l b. Abi Talib(8) asked Ibn ^ Umar to j o i n 
him because he was a f r a i d of those i n Medina 
6. Al-NIsaburi, al- T a n z I l , 182-185, Qissat al-
i f k . 
7. Ibn Qutayba, al-Imama, I , 47. 
8. Al-Tabari, Tarlkh, IV, 446. 
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who remained e n t i r e l y n e u t r a l . They were the 
Companions, the MuhSjirun. But Ibn *^ Umar 
refused t o give his support to any one faction. 
*^Abdallah b. ^ Umar escaped t o Mecca from the 
atmosphere of se d i t i o n p r e v a i l i n g at Medina t o 
save himself and hi s r e l i g i o u s p r i n c i p l e s from 
such a t e r r i b l e environment. 
Like Ibn '^ Umar, some of the Companions 
who had remained i n Medina, apart from those 
who had adopted an a t t i t u d e of p o l i t i c a l 
n e u t r a l i t y , went t o Mecca. 
Thus, the s i t u a t i o n throughout the whole 
Muslim Empire had a troubled and disturbing 
e f f e c t on the l i v e s of the people. Ibn Umar 
was spending h i s l i f e at tha t time,as usual, 
g i v i n g l e g a l ©pinions i n the mosque i n Mecca, 
or i n the mosque of Medina. 
Aft e r a few months, another C i v i l War 
was t o break out; th a t leading up to the Battle 
of S i f f i n , between ' A l l , the l e g a l Caliph of 
Islam, and Mu'^awiyah b. "^ Abl Sufyan, who was 
the Governor of Syria. '^Abdallah b. '^ Umar 
di d not j o i n i n the c i v i l war which broke out, 
neither i n the ranks of the Caliph, '^Ali b. 
Abl T a l i b , nor i n those of hi s opponent, 
M u ^ w i y a ( 9 ) « i n h i s opinion, such wars were 
9 . Ibn Qutayba, al~Imama, I , 47, 48. 
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i l l e g a l because both parties were Muslims(IO), 
and he said: " I have engaged i n wars, as long 
as they were f o r God (or i n the path of God), 
but you are f i g h t i n g Just t o k i l l each other 
and t h i s i s s e d i t i o n . I w i l l not f i g h t any 
Muslim, f o l l o w i n g the Prophet's t r a d i t i o n " ( 1 1 ) . 
•^Abdallah b. "^ Umar believed that such 
wars were seditions and would br i n g about a 
d i v i s i o n i n the Islamic community. For t h i s 
reason, he d i d not wish to j o i n even the 
Caliph, ' A l l b. Abl T a l i b . Some authors 
mentioned tha t Ibn ^ Umar was l a t e r r e g r e t f u l 
because he d i d not f i g h t along with Caliph 
' ' A 1 I ( 1 2 ) . 
^Abdallah b. *^ Umar then was a person of 
high p r i n c i p l e s who did not want to j o i n i n 
the c i v i l wars to f i g h t against other Muslims. 
I n h is opinion, i n Islam, c i v i l wars were 
seditious and subsequent happenings proved 
him correct, f o r the Muslim community was 
divided i n t o many p a r t i e s , instead of Muslim 
u n i t y being preserved. 
1 0 . Al-Dhahabi, Duwal al-Islam, I , 1 5 . 
1 1 . Al-Baladhuri, Putuh, 226 - 3 0 2 ; Hasan 
Ibrahim, Tarikh, 4S; Abu Na^m, al-Hulya. 
I , 2 9 3 . 
1 2 . Al-Kbft^arl, Tarikh, 143; Ibn a l - A t h i r , 
Usd, I I I , 2 2 ^ : 
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The Caliphate of Mu*^awiya 
41/661 - 6 0 / 6 7 9 
After nearly twenty years, Ibn <^  Umar 
returned t o h i s fa v o u r i t e l i f e w i t h the 
m i l i t a r y . During the reign of Mu^awiya he 
set out with the Muslim army to conquer 
Constantinople. The army attacked Byzantine 
c i t i e s and besieged Constantinople. I n 
that campaign were Ibn *^ Umar, Ibn 'Abbas 
and some other Companions, such as Abu 
Ayyib al-Ansari. That was i n 4 8 / 6 6 8 ( 1 ) . 
There were d i f f e r i n g opinions about 
the exact time of t h i s foray. According to 
al-!rabari, "The siege of Constantinople 
occurred i n 4 9 / 6 6 9 " ( 2 ) , although Ibn a l - A t h i r 
mentioned i t happened i n 5 O / 6 7 O or 4 9 / 
6 6 9 ( 3 ) . 
Some authors mentioned t h a t , during 
Mu'^awiya's r e i g n , '^Abdallah b. '^ Umar went 
on another campaign to Samarqand, xmder the 
command of Sa^id b. *^Uthman. I n t h i s 
1 . Abu al-Fida , Tarlkh, I , 186. 
2 . Al-Tabari, TarTkh, V I , 1 3 O . 
3 . Ibn a l - A t h i r , al-Kamil, I I I , 227; Ibn 
Ka t h i r , al-Bidava. V I I I , 3 2 mentioned 
th a t the foray happened i n 49/667. 
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campaign, Qatham b. al-^Abbas was k i l l e d and 
buried i n Samarqand. This expedition took 
place i n 56/675(4). 
'^Abdallah b. '^ Umar's m i l i t a r y l i f e 
ended a f t e r t h i s campaign. 
Though ^^Abdallah b. *^ Umar had been a 
cavalryman since his youth, as mentioned 
before , and had had a very successful 
career r i g h t down to his old age, i t 
should be noted that h i s t o r i a n s g l o r i f i e d 
his m i l i t a r y e x p l o i t s . They put him along-
side the great commanders, such as a l -
Zudayr b. al-'^Awam. For example, i n 70/689, 
Najda al-Harurl wanted t o invade Medina and 
the news was spread over Mecca (because Najda 
was i n Mecca at that time). The people 
there were frightened by such news. When 
IbnV^Umar heard i t , he got ready to f i g h t . 
When Najda received the news, he changed his 
route to a l - T a ' i f ( 5 ) , because he was a f r a i d 
to meet and f i g h t Ibn ^Umar. At that time 
Ibn *^ Umar was eighty years old and s t i l l a 
man to be feared. 
4. Abu al-Pida , TarXkh, I , 198. 
5. Anonymous, Arabische Chronik, 137. 
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However, there are many strange stories 
about Ibn *^ Umar's l i f e , which occasionally 
leave one i n doubt, but which may, perhaps, 
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Chapter Three 
Abdallah b. Umar 
and the Caliphate 
- 75 -
/"Abdallah b. *^ Umar 
and the Caliphate 
'^Abdallah b. ^ TJmar did not have a very 
remarkable r o l e i n p o l i t i c a l l i f e . He was 
neither head of state nor leader of the army. 
However, he was a brave cavalry s o l d i e r 
during h i s m i l i t a r y service and during his 
m i l i t a r y l i f e he did sometimes achieve out-
standing and noble feats i n several be t t l e s 
and combats. 
Nevertheless, Ibn '^ Umar was one of the 
famous Companions of those who took an active 
part i n the foundation and building up of the 
r e l i g i o u s f a b r i c of Islam, but not of i t s 
p o l i t i c a l framework. The majority of those 
who were responsible for the p o l i t i c a l 
establishment were decidedly dominated by 
greed for gold, ambition, love of war, t r i b a l 
s p i r i t and family r i v a l r y . 
Ibn "^Umar's l i f e and thoughts were 
completely d i f f e r e n t from most of the other 
Companions. . He was distinguished by reason 
of h i s high r e l i g i o u s and s o c i a l standing and 
h i s r e s p e c t a b i l i t y was high amongst the 
Companions. For a l l these reasons the 
Caliphate was offered to him three times: 
- 76 -
( 1 ) After the death of '^Uthman; 
( 2 ) Dtiring the negotiations at 
Dawmat-al-Jandal, or at 
Adhruh(l), of the two 
a r b i t e r s appointed to 
resolve the dispute between 
the Caliph S L I I b. Abi ITalib 
and Mu'^awiya; 
( 3 ) After the death of Yazid b. 
Mu^awiya i n 6 5 / 6 8 4 ( 2 ) . 
But Ibn *^ Umar refused a l l three o f f e r s . 
To be able to appreciate the importance 
of t h i s , i t i s necessary to examine the 
s i t u a t i o n at the time of the Caliphate of 
"^Uthman. 
When *^Uthman accepted the Caliphate, the 
Government assumed a worldly shade and colour. 
The element of kinship supplanted the 
r e l i g i o u s element i n the Caliphate. "^Uthman 
excessively favoured h i s own tribesmen, the 
Umayyads, and the Meccan ari s t o c r a c y connected 
by marriage to him, and thus he was-responsible 
for the r e v i v a l of the old t r i b a l s p i r i t . 
1 There are d i f f e r i n g views. Some authors 
., • mention that the two a r b i t e r s appointed 
to resolve the dispute between "^AIT and 
Mu<^awiya met at Dawmat-al-Jandal; others 
say at Adhruh. 
2. Al-Tabari, Tarikh, V I I , 38; Ibn Sa^d, 
al-Tabaqat, IV, 169. 
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According to t r a d i t i o n , there Was i n 
Mecca a continued struggle among the families 
of-Hashim and Umayya for politicki?»^power. 
Through the v i c t o r y of Muhammad, and/th§' 
el e c t i o n of;the f i r s t two Caliphs, the house 
of Hashim,. a branch of the Quraysh t r i b e , came 
out on top. There had been constant e f f o r t s 
by the conquerors to remove a l l t r i b a l and 
family d i s t i n c t i o n s , i n order to induce the 
whole body of the Arabs to regard one another 
as brothers i n the s p i r i t of Islam. 
With ^Uthman, a Caliph of the house of 
Umayya, a l l these e f f o r t s were i n vain. When 
the Caliph ^mar was asked to nominate h i s 
follower from among the Companions, he 
appointed an e l e c t i v e council of s i x to 
s e t t l e t h i s question a f t e r h i s death. He was 
obviously aware of the danger that "All b. 
Abi T a l i b or <^Uthman b. "^Affan, the l i k e l y 
successors, might reintroduce the kind of 
t r i b a l i s m that he had sought to avert a l l h i s . 
l i f e ( 3 ) . Therefore, i n most of the Muslim 
s t a t e s , insurrections broke out, and the 
acceptance of the Caliphate by '^Uthman led 
to conspiracies and a period of c i v i l war 
u n t i l he f e l l v i c t i m to the dagger of the 
consp i r a t o r s ( 4 ) . 
3. Al-TantSwi, Akhbar ^Umar. 452. 
4. Al-Tabari, Tarikh, IV, 393-
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To return to ''Abdallah b. ^Umar, the 
Caliphate was offered to him immediately 
a f t e r the death of 'UthmSn(5), but he was 
not i n favour of such a l i f e . Even Al-Hasan 
b. '^Ali admonished him, saying, "You must 
accept, otherwise they w i l l k i l l you i n 
your bed". Ibn "TJmar did not change h i s 
mind, however, and refused yet again(6). 
After the Battle of S i f f i n between the 
Caliph ^ A ll and Mu'^awiya, ^Abdallah b. ^  Umar 
was the f i r s t person who was expected to 
become Caliph by most people except himself. 
F i r s t of a l l , private l e t t e r s arrived 
from Mu'^awiya himself to Ibn '"Umar, saying, 
"There i s no 'one from the Quraysh whom I 
prefer to be Caliph a f t e r '^UthmUn's death 
except you. I remember how you disappointed 
'TJthman and c r i t i c i s e d h i s helpers. At that 
time I had a tad opinion of you. But I 
changed my mind about you when I saw you 
disagree with ^AlT,and I forgot everything. So 
please help us to avenge the unjust murder 
of the Caliph '^Uthman. I do not want to be 
your governor, but I would l i k e you to be oixr 
5. Al-Tantawr, Akhbar "iTmar, 475. 
6. Al-Tantawi, Akhbar ^ Umar, 475-
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governor. I f you do not want to accept i t , 
then there w i l l be a coimcil among the 
Muslims"(7). 
^Abdallah b. '^Jmar's answer was as 
follows: "The idea i n your mind gave r i s e to 
such a s i t u a t i o n : I did not support '^Ali, 
the Muhajirun and the Ansar and I did not 
support Talha and al-Zubayr; you want me to 
follow you. That w i l l never happen. You 
s a i d I c r i t i c i s e d ' A l l . Who am I to do 
such a thing to '^Ali? I am not l i k e him 
from the point of view of the Islamic people. 
•^AIT i s a much better man than I am. My 
d e l a y ' ( i n paying homage) was because I saw 
something d i f f e r e n t (the number of the 
Caliph) from the Prophet's time. Thus I 
thought, i f t h i s s i t u a t i o n i s r i g h t then I 
have l o s t something good, and i f i t i s 
something undesirable, i t w i l l not be a 
calamity. Please leave me"(8). 
Later when he was chosen as candidate 
during the negotiations by the a r b i t e r s 
appointed at Dawmat-al-Jandal or Adhruh 
a f t e r S i f f i n and the Caliphate was offered 
to him, he again refused as he had previously. 
7. Ibn Qutayba, al-Imama, I , 75; Nasr b. 
Muzahim, Wag«^at S i f f i n , 39-
8. Ibn Qutayba, al-lmama, I , 76; Nasr b. 
Muzahim, Waq^at S i f f i n , 40. 
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When he found out that he was the candidate 
nominated not only by the a r b i t e r s , but also 
by the public at large(9), he s t i l l did not 
accept and he sent a l e t t e r to Abu Musa a l -
Ash'^ari: "0 Abu Musa, you have offered me 
the position, although you do not know 
whether I wish to accept i t or not. Do you 
think that I would do something that was 
prohibited to me by my father, '^Umar?"(lO). 
I n any event, on several occasions, 
Ibn *TJmar declared h i s opinion about '^Ali, 
namely that he was the most worthy of the 
o f f i c e . 
This c l e a r l y indicates that "^bdallah 
b. '^mar was not an iinimportant figure, but, 
on the contrary, had a very high standing, 
not merely i n the Hija z , but i n the eyes of 
the public at large throughout the Islamic 
Empire. 
I t was said by the people during the 
negotiations of the a r b i t e r s appointed at 
Adhruh (38/656) between Abtl Musa and ^ Amr 
b. ai-'^As i n nominating "^Al^dallah b. '^ Umar: 
9. Al-Tantawl, Akhbar •^ TJmar, 475; al-Khudari, 
Tarlkh.' 143 mentioned that "Ibn ^Umar did 
not accept the Caliphate, even although 
he was the favourite person i n the eyes 
of the Medinese and Syrians generally". 
10. Ibn Qutayba, al-Imama, I , 102. 
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"He w i l l return us to 'Omar's time"(11). The 
e n t i r e Islamic state wss happy at the prospect 
of h i s nomination. 
Subsequently, the Caliphate was offered 
to him a f t e r the death of Yazid b. Mu^awiya, 
but, as on previous occasions, Ibn ^mar again 
refused. According to some au t h o r i t i e s , he 
would have agreed to h i s e l e c t i o n i f i t had 
been agreed upon unanimously(12), since he 
wished to avoid bloodshed i n securing i t . His 
r e f u s a l was hardly due to narrow-mindedness, 
but i t has to be seen i n the context of h i s 
l i f e - l o n g dedication to the service of God 
and h i s people. Some other writers have suggested 
that "^Abdallah b. ^mar was lacking i n energy 
and that h i s father recognized t h i s defect i n 
him, and therefore did not nominate him to be 
h i s successor because "^Abdallah did not know 
how to divorce h i s wife(l3)» 
I f the paragraph i s studied c l o s e l y , i t 
w i l l be noticed that the suggestion of t h i s 
authority may be contradicted and refuted i n 
t h i s way. ^Umar said to the man who advised 
him to nominate h i s son, '^AbdallSh, "You are 
not a good adviser, because, as we have seen. 
11. Al-Ya'^qubi, Tarikh, I I , 166. 
12. Ibn Qutayba, al-Imama, I , 47-48. 
13. Al-Tabari, Tarikh, IV, 228. 
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^Abdallah did not know how to divorce h i s wife. 
Do you not r e a l i s e that I have been troubled by 
many problems and worries, good and bad things 
during my reign as a Caliph, and I do not wish 
my son or anyone from my family to i n h e r i t 
these. I f things go w e l l , we accept the 
s i t u a t i o n , and i f they go badly, i t i s enough 
that one person s u f f e r s " ( 1 4 ) . This means not 
that 'TJmar recognized a defect i n h i s son, 
but that he did not want to involve h i s 
favourite son i n such troubles. 
When 'Abdallah divorced h i s wife, he 
was s t i l l very young, perhaps sixteen years 
old(l5)» and i t was during the Prophet's l i f e 
time when the Islamic law was f i r s t i n s t i t u t e d . 
Thus, i t was an e n t i r e l y new kind of divorce, 
and *^ Umar himself did not know about t h i s law. 
14. Al-Tabarl, Tarikh, IV, 228; Al-Tant;awi, 
Akhbar ^mar, 452; Taha Husan a l - F i t n a , 
15. Al-Wa];iidi, Asbab al-MUZUI, 245, mentioned 
that Surat al-Talaq (divorce), according 
to al-§addi, was revealed when Ibn ''Umar 
divorced h i s wife. *^ Umar went to the 
Prophet and asked him about t h i s new 
s i t u a t i o n , because i t was the f i r s t case 
at that time. Sayyid Qutb, Z i l a l , VI, 3599, s t a t e s : "According to the ffadith of 
al-Bukhari, i t was revealed when Ibn 
'^ Umar divorced h i s wife. (That happened 
i n 6/627 and the date of the revelation 
i s 6/627, a l i t t l e e a r l i e r ) . Cf. Picket 
H a l l , The Meaning of Glorious Qur^an, 403. 
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Therefore he went to Muhammad and asked h i f 
about i t , because the word "concept" could 
mean several things. Thus, one would l i k e 
to know how or why '^ Umar asked the Prophet 
about i t ( 1 5 ) . 
I t must mean that "^ Umar himself did not 
know. However, could h i s son, *^lbdallah, 
know whether he did ri g h t or wrong? I t 
appears that some authorities tended to 
reduce h i s status or perhaps s l i g h t l y mis-
understood the si t u a t i o n ( l 7 ) -
I f the scholar examines the question 
c a r e f u l l y , he w i l l see how the suggestion 
that Ibn '^ Umar was u n f i t for o f f i c e i s 
refuted: " I did not offer i t to anyone of my 
family". Ibn Qutayba mentioned that, when 
the Companions asked "^ Umar to nominate h i s 
successor, he l e f t the choice to the s i x 
persons s i t t i n g i n council, and ordered that 
h i s son, ^ b d a l l a h , must be with them, as a 
16. There are methods which must be followed 
when a man divorces h i s wife, because 
even divorce may be good for the married 
couple. On the other hand, i t may be 
very bad depending on i t s r e s u l t s . 
Therefore, there are statements made by 
the Prophet to safeguard the p a r t i e s . 
For further explanation see, H. '^Ali a l -
A^Zami, Personal Statutes, 108-129, Ibn 
Eushd, Bidayat, I I , 60-99. 
17. Cf. E . I . 2 , I , 54. 
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counsellor only. The Companions sa i d : "Why 
did you not nominate him as a successor? He 
i s very suitable for such a position and we 
have great confidence i n him and we accept 
him." "^ Umar r e p l i e d : "No, i t i s enough for 
one person from Al al-Khattab to bear the 
burden of the Caliphate". He said to h i s 
son, "^Abdallah, "Iwarn, you are not to accept 
the Caliphate"(18). 
According to ^Umar, he took h i s cousin, 
Zayd b. Sa'^Id b. Nufayl, away from the council. 
He asked the s i x members to choose one 
amongst themselves as Caliph(l9). 
Ansrway, "^Abdallah b. *^ Umar was very 
loath to follow such a l i f e . When the Caliph 
*^Uthman asked him to be an o f f i c i a l Judge he 
refused, saying, " I do not want to be a Judge, 
because I have heard that i f one gives an 
ignorant Judgement, one w i l l go to H e l l . I f 
a man i s prejudiced he w i l l also go to H e l l . 
But i f a man s t r i v e s hard and gives a right 
Judgement, he i s impartial and has no recompense 
18. Ibn Qutayba, al-Imama, I , 20. 
19« There were ten persons whom Muhammad 
declared would be i n Paradise i n the 
second l i f e ; two of whom (Abu Bakr and 
Abu'^Ubayda b. al-Jarrah) were dead, and 
•^ Umar himself. The remainder made 
seven, but he l e f t h i s cousin, Zayd b. 
Nufayl, out of these. Therefore the 
f i n a l number was six.Cf. a l - T a b a r l , 
Tarikh, IV, 228. 
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nor any f a u l t . " "^ Uthman said, "Your father 
was a judge i n the Prophet's time and during 
the Caliphate of Abu Bakr." Ibn 'Umar 
r e p l i e d , "Yes, he was. I f he had a problem, 
he would ask the Prophet. I f the Prophet 
had a problem, he would ask the Angel 
Gab r i e l . I do not know whom I w i l l ask. I 
have heard the Prophet say, 'Whoever finds 
protection i n God, He w i l l protect'." 
"^thman s a i d , "Yes. Then excuse me," and 
accepted the decision of Ibn ^Umar, who 
r e p l i e d , " I take refuge i n God that you do 
not involve me"(20). 
However, he gave advice on Jurisprudence 
to ^thman, and spent much of h i s l i f e t i m e 
helping people with l e g a l or r e l i g i o u s 
problems i n an u n o f f i c i a l c a p a c i t y ( 2 l ) i n 
Medina and i n Mecca when he was there. 
20, Ibn Sa'^d, al-Tabaqat, IV, 146. 
21. Al-Ya^qubx, .TArikh, I I , 153-
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''Abdallah b. "^ Umar's i n t e l l e c t u a l 
achievements 
Introduction 
I n the past, the s o c i a l environment was 
very d i f f e r e n t from nowadays. This n a t u r a l l y 
affected the i n t e l l e c t u a l l i f e and s o c i a l 
organization. I f we want to attempt to 
discuss t h i s i n t e l l e c t u a l l i f e of Ibn '^ Umar, 
we must examine h i s l i f e and thought and the 
things which influenced h i s l i f e . 
Ibn '^ Umar' s s c h o l a s t i c l i f e 
Ibn *TJmar was born i n Mecca nine years 
a f t e r Muhammad's mission i n 613 A.D.(l). He 
embraced Islam i n h i s childhood and grew up 
within an Islamic environment. I t i s clea r 
that the r e l i g i o n of Islam i n i t s e a r l i e r 
forms was adapted to the s o c i a l and i n t e l l e c t -
u a l needs of Mecca and Medina and the Arabian 
Peninsula as a whole. So the f i r s t thing 
^Abdallah experienced i n h i s l i f e was the 
success of Islam, f i r s t of a l l i n Med'J^ :«^ after 
the hi.ira, then i n MeCCo;,. Previously i t was 
through the t r i b e that a man's l i f e became 
meaningful. However, the appearance of Islam 
1. A l - Z i r i k l l , A^lam, I I I , 246. 
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led to a r e l i g i o u s as w e l l as a s o c i a l c r i s i s . 
I n Ibn ''Umar's early l i f e , before he l e f t 
Mecca for Medina, an important section of the 
Arab community dealt with t h i s c r i s i s by 
s u b s t i t u t i n g to some extent the Islamic 
community for the t r i b e . L i f e became 
s i g n i f i c a n t for them through the membership 
of t h i s community, since i t was divinely 
founded and was l i v i n g i n accordance with 
d i v i n e l y given laws. I f a person followed 
t h i s new r e l i g i o n conscientiously, i t would 
take him to a pleasant l i f e and everlasting 
b l i s s . Then the followers of Muhammad started 
to follow t h i s divine r e l i g i o n s t r i c t l y . 
As mentioned previously, since Ibn '"Umar 
had embraced the f a i t h , he followed Islamic 
ceremony, even though he was very small. As 
he always went to the mosque to pray with h i s 
father, and met h i s father's associates, he 
came into contact with the i n t e l l e c t u a l 
c i r c l e s of the time. His father was very 
anxious that h i s sons, e s p e c i a l l y "^Abdallah, 
should be educated very w e l l ( 2 ) , so "^Abdallah 
himself was very keen on acquiring Islamic 
knowledge which was desirable for people of 
that time(3) who were hoping to follow t h i s 
new r e l i g i o n . 
2. See ChapterO^e , p. |9 
3. Al-Khuli, Tarjama, 48. 
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The basic teaching i n those early days 
was the Qur'an and the ^ adith, the trad i t i o n s 
of Mu:^ ammad. 
The Qur'an was the basic sc r i p t u r e of 
the new r e l i g i o n and Qur^anic p r i n c i p l e s were 
designed to control the l i f e of the State. 
However, the Qur^an was the s p i r i t u a l basis 
of the community, as wel l as the gadlth. The 
Qur^an i s the main source of the Muslim law, 
and the Hadith i s merely of secondary import-
ance. 
There were no schools or colleges, 
except the mosque. A school was established 
at Medina when the mosque was b u i l t . Here 
Muhammad taught the Qur-^ahic verses and the 
mm.' 
The teaching at that time was verbal(4) 
because most of the people were i l l i t e r a t e . 
I t i s for that reason that the Qur*an and 
the gadith were lear n t by heart. Generally, 
the Hadlth were easy to memorize, because the 
words were not complicated and i t was 
permissible to a l t e r the words, as long as 
the meaning was retained. The Qur^an, however, 
was more complicated because a l t e r a t i o n even 
of a single l e t t e r was prohibited. ''Abdallah 
4. Al-Baladhiirl, Futuh, 477-
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b. ''Umar spent some years learning Surat 
al-Baqara. Al-BajT commented: "There are 
d i f f e r e n t ideas about how long Ibn "^ Umar 
took t o learn t h i s Sura; some of them said four 
years, others said eight years or more. 
According t o Imam Malik b. Anas, Ibn "^mar 
took twelve years t o memorize i t a f t e r which 
he s a c r i f i c e d a camel as a token of 
cel e b r a t i o n " ( 5 ) . 
The reason i t took Ibn "^ Umar so long t o 
learn t h i s Sura was not because he was not a 
good learner, but because he foxmd the Sura 
very i n t e r e s t i n g ( 6 ) . ''Abdallah confirmed 
t h a t , saying, "After the Sura was f i r s t 
revealed to Muhammad, people believed i n i t 
and understood the Qur^an, whereas before 
they had only read the Qur^an without f u l l y 
understanding i t . " Ibn "^ Umar also said, 
"Many people i n Muhammad's time believed 
before they read the Qur^an, but people 
l a t e r on read the Qur'an f i r s t , then they 
believed"(7). 
The period of reve l a t i o n of t h i s Sura 
covered two years by which time Ibn "^ Umar 
was eleven. At such an age learning by heart 
5. Suyuti, Tanwir, I , 162. 
6. al- S u y u t i , A l - I t q a n , n, y^e. 
7. al- S u y u t i , Al-Itoan, I , 85. 
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was very easy for him, but understanding the 
meaning was not, because t h i s Sura was the 
most d i f f i c u l t i n the Holy Book. I t mentions 
a l l the essential points of the Hevelation(8) 
which are elaborated elsewhere i n the Qur'an, 
such as the rules f o r f a s t i n g , pilgrimage, 
divorce, usury, contracts, etc. I n addition 
to learning t h i s d i f f i c u l t Sura, Ibn "^ Umar 
was learning other things, such as the 
Hadlth and other Qur^anic verses as w e l l . 
I n these early times, the most important 
subject was r e l i g i o n , which everyone wanted 
to learn because i t was a new sub;ject to 
which people gave p r i o r i t y . They would 
study the Qur'an and i t s exegesis and the 
gadlth i n depth. Anyone mastering these was 
revered by his colleagues. 
Ibn ^Umar attained such recognition by 
devoting himself to r e l i g i o u s duties that he 
became highly regarded i n t h i s f i e l d . 
Concerning Ibn '^ Umar's following the Sunna, 
i t was said by Abu Ja'^far: "There i s no-one 
from amongst the Companions of the Prophet 
who, i f he hears something from the Prophet, 
w i l l transmit i t as i t i s , neither adding to 
8. The period of re v e l a t i o n of Surat a l -
Baqara covers the years 1/622 and 2/523. 
Cf. P i c k e t t H a l l , Qur^an, 3^. 
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nor omitting anything from i t , except 
''Abdallah b. ''Umar"(9). 
He was i n a good p o s i t i o n to follow 
Muljammad f o r h i s s i s t e r , Hafsa, was Muhammad's 
wi f e . Therefore, he was always w i t h him, 
ei t h e r outside i n the mosque, or indoors i n 
his s i s t e r ' s house. As '^ A^ 'isha said, "There 
i s no-one who follows i n the Prophet's steps 
as '^Abdallah b. ''Umar does. He used to follow 
him t o h i s house"(lO). 
Moreover, he followed him not only i n 
the matter of l e g a l decisions, but i n every-
t h i n g - h i s ways, his dress, his habits and 
hi s l i f e s t y l e . There are many stories which 
i l l u s t r a t e his devoted f o l l o w i n g of Muhammad. 
For example, once Ibn "^ Umar was wi t h his c l i e n t , 
K a f i * , on a road, and both of them were r i d i n g 
camels. Suddenly he heard a shepherd playing 
music on a pipe (Zummara). He put his fingers 
i n h i s ears so as not t o hear the music, and 
he made his camel change d i r e c t i o n i n an 
e f f o r t to get away from the music. He asked 
Nafi"^ : "Can you s t i l l hear the music?" and 
9. Ibn Sa=d, Tabaqat, IV, 144. 
10. Ibn Sa^d, Tabaqat, IV, 14-5. 
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N a f i ^ r e p l i e d , "Yes". He asked him several 
more times u n t i l Nafi'^'s answer was "No". 
Then he brought his camel back again on the 
road and completed his journey. This story 
i l l u s t r a t e d how wholeheartedly Ibn '^ Umar 
followed Muhammad, f o r on one occasion 
Muhammad heard t h i s kind of music and 
had avoided i t . The incident was reported 
by Nafi^ h i m s e l f ( l l ) . 
However, he did not want to change his 
l i f e s t y l e even a l i t t l e from that of 
Muhammad, and his father, '^ Umar, and he 
adhered t o the same s t y l e . Therefore, as 
has already been mentioned, when one saw 
Ibn "^ Umar, he was reminded of Muhammad and 
his two f i r s t successors(l2). 
Some scholars are under the impression 
tha t the c u l t u r a l and i n t e l l e c t u a l l i f e of 
the Islamic community was affected a f t e r the 
conquest of parts of the Byzantine Empire and 
Persia, because many of the new converts came 
from a higher c u l t x i r a l l e v e l than the Arabs, 
and n a t u r a l l y retained some of t h e i r c u l t u r e . 
Some of the pious scholars i n whose hands the 
SharXfa; took shape, developed the prin c i p l e s 
found i n the Qur^an by adding t o them from 
C h r i s t i a n , Jewish, G^nostic and other t r a d -
11. Ibn Sa^d, (gabaqat, IV, I63. 
12. Ibn Sa^d, Tabaqat, IV, 146, 
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i t ions. Such people as "^Abdallah b. "^bbas, 
too, had an influence and dealt w i t h the Old 
Testament i n his exegesis of the Qur'an, 
because he got a great deal through Ka^b 
al-Ahbar, Wahb b. Munabbih, "Abdallah. b. 
Salam and others, who were o r i g i n a l l y Jewish. 
When they converted to Islam, they s t i l l 
r etained the education they had received 
under t h e i r old r e l i g i o n ( l 3 ) • 
13. Amin, Pa.iral-Isllm, 201-202. 
' 3^ -
"^Abdallah b. "Umar's teachers 
ITo doubt "^Abdallah b. ^ Umar's f i r s t 
teacher was h i s f a t h e r , which i s usual f o r 
many ch i l d r e n . 
There was another teacher, of course, 
who was very important f o r h i s career, and 
that was Muhammad himself, whom "^Abdallah 
followed closely when attempting to establish 
r e l i g i o u s education i n Medina. Therefore his 
education was f i r s t - h a n d . The en t i r e corpus .n ' 
of Hadlth or Sunna\^was related to him auth-
o r i t a t i v e l y by Muhammad. He also learnt from 
his father "^ Umar, Ab\i Bakr, '^ Uthman and ' A l l 
b. AbT T S l i b d ) , who a l l became Caliphs. 
Amongst them , the most learned on the subject 
of the r i t u a l s connected with the pilgrimage 
was said to be "^Uthman, and a f t e r him, Ibn 
'^Umar(2). On another occasion, som^xdy said 
i t was Ibn "^ Umar, because he had followed 
Muhammad during the Muslim conquest of Mecca 
and made the f i r s t pilgrimage i n Islamic times. 
He was wi t h the Prophet, therefore he did 
exactly as Muhammad and that was i n his favour ( 3 ) . 
1 . Ibn a l - A t h i r , Usdi ^ ^ ^ i 229. 
2. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, A^lam, I , 19. 
3. Ibn Khallikan, Vafayat, I I , 234; Al-Nawawi, 
Tahdhlb, I , 279; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, I s t l ^ a b , 
951. 
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Ibn *^ Umar was related also to ^A^isha, 
Hafsa, Zayd b. Thabit and Mu'adh b. Jabal(4), 
4. Ibn Hajar, Isaba, I I I , IO7. 
Hafsa: b i n t ^Umar b. al-Khattab, Muljammad's 
wife. She was born f i v e years 
before Muljammad's mission. She 
died i n 45/665- Gf. E.I.2, m, 
65. 
Za.yd b. Thabit al-Dahhak al-Ansari a l -
Khazraji. He was a s p e c i a l i s t on 
the subject of hereditary law. 
He was born eleven years before the 
hi.i r a . He died i n 45/665. Cf. 
EIIT^, IV, 1195. 
Mu'^ adh b. Jabal b. ''Amr al-Ansari a l -
Khazraji. He was born twenty years 
before the hi.jra. He was d i s t i n g -
uished amongst the Companions by 
his profound knowledge of the law. 
He died i n 18/659. Cf. A l - Z i r i k l i , 
Al-A"lam, V I I I , 166. 
'"A^isha: see below. 
- "^1' 
The Medinese School of Law 
At the time of ^Abdallah b. ''Umar there 
was no l e g a l school at Medina, but no other 
c i t i e s i n the Arabian Peninsula provided 
lectures i n r e l i g i o n or Patwa except Medina. 
I n general, t h i s c i t y was Muhammad's home. 
When he ar r i v e d there he started to give 
decisions or commands, and aid on leg a l 
p o i n t s , p a r t i c u l a r l y a f t e r he had b u i l t the 
Medina mosque. Such decisions came from the 
Hadith or Sunna, but most importantly the 
Qur^an. [Therefore, Medina was the i n t e l -
l e c t u a l centre of the Arab world. 
A f t e r the death of Muljammad, h i s 
successors, the Orthodox Caliphs, led t h i s 
School and w i t h them were some of the other 
Companions. According to some authors there 
were seven persons who gave such decisions. 
They were "^ Umar b. al-Khattab, "^Ali b. Abl 
!Jalib, "'Abdallah b. Mas'^ud, ''A^isha b i n t Abu 
Bakr, Zayd b. Thabit, Ibn ^ Umar and Ibn 
"AbbasCl). ^Abdallah b. '^ Umar was the leader 
of t b i s School - alone a f t e r ''Umar b. a l -
Khattab and Zayd b. Thabit(2) - f o r a long 
1. Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyyai A"lam, I , 23-
2. Amin, Fa.ir, 174. 
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time, as mentioned before. As one who 
re l a t e d the Hadlth, 'Abdallah b. "Umar among . 
the other Companions(3) passed down to us the 
majo r i t y of the Hadlth from Muhammad. A b r i e f 
review i s , therefore, necessary about Hadith, 
i t s chronological development, Hadith from the 
point of view of men of knowledge and Ibn 
"^ Umar's a t t i t u d e towards Hadith. 
D e f i n i t i o n of Hadlth; 
" I t i s a l l th a t a man u t t e r s i n speech"(4), 
and i n the spoken language i t i s information 
conveyed through speech, be i t l i t t l e or much. 
Furthermore, haddatha as a verb means to t e l l 
and t o r e l a t e something about somebody(5). 
Terminologically speaking, Sunna and Hadith 
are considered synonymous, but there i s i n 
f a c t a difference i n t h e i r meaning. Sunna 
' t r a d i t i o n ' means "personal h i s t o r y and method, 
the nature of God, His l e g i s l a t i o n and His 
orders and p r o h i b i t i o n s " ( 6 ) . Therefore, a l l 
Sunna i s gadith, but not a l l Hadith i s Sunna. 
The Hadlth i s a general term and i s used to 
describe a saying of Muhammad. Sunna deals 
3. Ibn al-'^Imad, Shadharat, I , 63-64. 
4. V A l - S h a t i b i , Muwafagat, I , 23-5; Abu Zahw, 
Al-Hadlth, 8-19. 
5. Al-Bustani, Qu^r al-MuhIt, I , 367-8. 
6. Al-Bustani, Q,utr al-Muhit, I , 978. 
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with h i s a c t i o n s ( 7 ) , although Hadith refers 
to the general and Sunna refers to the s p e c i f i c . 
But even so, the majority of scholars consider 
both terms as one and the same. Therefore, the 
d e f i n i t i o n of Hadith and Sunna, according to 
the general convention, i s : "The e n t i r e output 
of what originated from the Prophet Muhammad 
i n saying, action and statement"(8). These 
items are considered as being of secondary 
importance a f t e r the Qur'an as a source of 
Islamic Shari '^ a. There i s another aspect to 
the Sunna f o r i t also contains translations of 
some Qur^anic passages of the more i n t r i c a t e 
issues of verses, such as al-Salat, al-Zakat. 
Ibn Umar' s teaching was generally from 
the Hadith. 
As previously stated, Medina was the home 
of the Hadiths and the Medinese know very well 
why a c e r t a i n verse of the Qur'an was revealed, 
and why a c e r t a i n hadith was given. Ibn ^Umar, 
as was said by al-Sha'^bi, "was excellent i n 
i n t e r p r e t i n g the Hadith, but not as good as he 
was i n Fiqh", and he said t h i s was because he 
was very car e f u l i n his r e l i g i o u s p i e t y . 
However, most of his students followed 
tha t way, as d i d the Seven Lawyers of Medina(9). 
7. Qatb, ^Ulum al-Hadlth, 8. 
8. Al-Kh'adari, Tarikh, 32. 
9. For the seven lawyers' names, see ioltiocu. P ^ . / o ^ . / c ^ j -
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'^Abdallah b. '^ Umar's approach 
I n his school, which was known as the 
Hadlth School, Ibn ''Umar would have a c i r c l e 
of students s i t t i n g around him, to teach or 
to answer t h e i r questions or those of the 
other people who came t o ask him about t h e i r 
problems, especially f o r l e g a l advice accord-
ing t o the Sharl^a, f o r example the problems 
of marriage or divorce and also secular 
issues. 
Sometimes Ibn ''Umar used to t u r n aside 
from the Hadith. Por example, he hated to 
perform ablutions with water i f a cat had 
touched i t , because he was a very clean man. 
Even the Prophet used to allow such water to 
be used f o r a b l u t i o n s d ) . On another occasion, 
Ibn *^ Umar's father deviated from the Qur"*an 
about the d i v i s i o n of the lands of Iraq and 
Syria as booty between the Arab armies when 
they conquered these lands. This was against 
both Qur'anic teaching, and the Sunna. 
'^Abdallah was w i t h his father on t h i s occasion 
and accepted his ideas, which meant his approach 
i n h i s school sometimes turned aside from the 
Hadith, i f i t dealt w i t h health or was i n the 
public i n t e r e s t ( 2 ) . 
1. Ibn Maia, Sunan, I , 149^ Ibn ^Abd al-Barr, Istdhkar, Wm. 
2. Al-K b i d a r i , Tarikh, 114. 
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When he had a problem, he mostly solved 
i t by f o l l o w i n g Qur^anic teaching, but i f he 
di d not f i n d the s o l u t i o n there, he would 
follow the Hadith. I f there was nothing to 
r e f e r t o , he would follow the approach of the 
Orthodox Caliphs, and as a l a s t resort he 
would give h i s own opinion, but very seldom 
di d he do t h i s because he was very God-fearing. 
His c i r c l e i n the mosque was always 
crowded. He would say to the people: "Please 
do not ask me a l o t , f o r I do not know i f I 
w i l l be able t o Judge f o r you. I f I knew th a t , 
I would have l e a r n t more and more t o be able 
to give you Judgement"(3)• 
On another occasion, a man asked Ibn 
"^ Umar a le g a l question but Ibn "^ Umar did not 
answer him immediately. The man said, "Abu 
"^ Abd al-Rahman (Ibn "^Umar), did you not hear 
my question?" Ibn *^ Umar r e p l i e d , "Yes, but 
please l e t me t h i n k of the answer. I f I know 
the s o l u t i o n I w i l l t e l l you, or i f not I 
w i l l t e l l you too. Do not use my back as a 
bridge between goodness and e v i l . " ( 4 ) 
Sulayman b. Yasar says, " I used to divide 
my time f o r studying between Ibn "^ Umar and 
Ibn Abbas. Often have I heard Ibn ''Umar say 
3. Ibn Sa^d, Tabaqat, IV, 145-
4. Ibn Sa^d, Tabaqat, IV, 168; Ibn al-JawzI, 
Safwa, I , 230. 
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' I do not know', while Ibn *^ Abbas never 
refused any answer. Once I heard Ibn "^ Abbas 
say, ' I wonder about Ibn "^ Umar and his t u r n -
ing people away. Could not he look i n t o any 
question he was not sure about and see i f a 
t r a d i t i o n was established about i t which he 
could f o l l o w , otherwise resort to his own 
judgement?'"(5) 
Even though Ibn '^ Umar was a t r a d i t i o n -
a l i s t , he did not say "Muhammad said so and 
so ....." For example, al-Sha"^bi said, " I 
was w i t h Ibn '^ TJmar more than one year. I 
have not heard him say, 'Muhammad said'"(6). 
Abdallah b. "^ Umar's pr i n c i p l e s i n his 
judgement were: "The Holy Book, The Sunna 
Ma(^iya and I do not know"(7), which means 
that he was fo l l o w i n g the Holy Book, the 
Qur^an i n his Fatwa and the Siinnaton Mac^iya, 
which means the Sunna which i s very frequently 
used and c l e a r l y understood, and the sentence 
' I do not know', which was used by Ibn '^ Umar 
when he was not sure of his answer. Thus he 
gained h a l f of the knowledge required and was 
half-way to a f u l l e r understanding of the 
problems. 
5. Al-TusI, ^Abdallah b. '^ Umar, 8. 
6. Ibn Sa^d, Tabaqat, IV, 145. 
7. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, A^lam, I , 67; Ibn 
Sa^d, al-Tabaqat, 144. 
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Anyway, he was one of the highest ranking 
men i n his f i e l d , and he was a prominent 
r e l i g i o u s leader(8). As Malik b. Anas said: 
"*^Abdallah b. ''Umar was present f o r over 
s i x t y years at the mosque i n Medina and Mecca 
g i v i n g Fatwas a f t e r Muhammad, and many people 
came from d i f f e r e n t countries to ask him f o r 
a Fatwa"(9). 
He divided h is day-time between his Job 
as a merchant and a teacher, and he used to 
go to the market d a i l y , even i f he had nothing 
to do concerning h i s business, to see the 
people who had no opportunity to meet him i n 
the mosque. 
Ibn "^ Umar's school was an important school 
i n ancient times. The old savants of the 
Muslim r e l i g i o n were educated there. F i r s t 
of a l l , during the Prophet's time, the 
Companions, amongst them "^Abdallah b. "^ Umar, 
then h i s students, a great number of f i r s t 
Followers, then the 'Followers of the Followers', 
such as a l - Z u h r i , and the l a s t was Malik b. 
Anas. Then four Islamic madhhabs, especially 
the MSliki and Shafi^^i, followed Ibn '^ Umar's 
teaching and doctrine more than other madhhabs. 
8. Ibn a l - A t h I r , Usd, I I I , 227-
9. Ibn a l - A t h l r , Usd, I I I , 228. 
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The Seven Lawyers 
These were seven scholars who used to 
examine and give t h e i r opinions on the 
problems a r i s i n g i n any one s i t t i n g a f t e r 
which the judge could give the f i n a l judge-
ment. They were:-
1. Sa^'Id b. al-Musayyab, al-Qurayshi 
al-Makhzumi. As he was a co l l e c t o r 
of fatwas, advising i n the time of 
"^ Umar b. al-Khattab, Abdallah b. 
"^ Umar used to ask him about some 
of these cases, although Sa'^id was 
only a l i t t l e boy i n '^ Umar's time. 
His death took place between 93-100/ 
711-718, Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, 
IV, 84-88. 
2. Sulayman b. Yasar a l - H i l a l l , was a 
c l i e n t of Maymuna, one of the 
Prophet Muhammad's wives. She gave 
him to her nephew "^Abdallah b. 
^Abbas. He was born i n 24 or 27/644 
or 647, and his death occurred 
between 97-101/715-719-
3. Al-Qasim b. Muhammad b. Abi Bakr. 
He was brought up by his aunt, '"A'isha. 
He achieved fame f o r his knowledge 
of hadith. His death was i n 106/724. 
Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, V I I , 
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4. '^ Urwa b. al-Zubayr b. al-^Awam a l -
Asadi. He knew best his maternal 
aunt's ('•'A'isha) hadith. He also 
avoided a l l the sedi t i o n which arose 
i n his time. His death occurred i n 
94/712. Cf. Ibn HaJar, Tahdhlb, 
V I I , 180. 
5. ""Ubaydallah b. ^Abdallah b. ^Utba 
b. Mas'^ud. He was a teacher of the 
Caliph "Umar b. ^ Abd al-^Aziz. He 
was very remarkable i n Jurisprudence 
and was also an i l l u s t r i o u s poet. 
Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhlb, V I I , 25. 
6. KhariJah b. Zayd b. Thabit al-Ansarl. 
He had a special wisdom i n d i v i d i n g 
inheritances. His death was i n 
94/712. Cf. Ibn HaJar, Tahdhib, I I I , 
74. 
7. Salim b. "'Abdallah b. ''Uinar. His 
biography w i l l f o l l o w . 
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The four Islamic madhhabs, especially 
the M a l i k i and Shafi^i,followed Ibn ^Umar's 
teaching. As previously stated, Sadlth isOntcf^ 
the most important a u t h o r i t a t i v e source i n 
the Muslim r e l i g i o n , and i t was known that 
Ibn ^Umar's related hadith were very accurate, 
as stated by Muhammad a l - B a q i r ( l ) . A l -
Dahlawl mentioned that Malik's teaching fic^h 
was based on the hadiths and on 'TJmar's 
leg a l decisions and on the fatwa of Ibn 
"^ Umar and his work, and a f t e r them on the 
judgement of some of the Companions, and the 
followers such as the Seven Lawyers(2). 
Malik chose Ibn '^ Umar's works because 
i t i s mentioned i n al-Muwatta': "The most 
famous and oldest Companions gave evidence i n 
favour of his i n t e g r i t y and truthfulness i n 
presenting the hadiths amongst the other 
Companions, especially a f t e r the two c i v i l 
wars " ( 3 ) . 
Malik's scholarly a c t i v i t y was at 
Medina(4). No exact date was mentioned when 
Malik arrived i n Medina because he was born 
i n a v i l l a g e I92km. from Medina(5). 
1. Malik b. Anas, al-Muwat^-^a" . I I , IOO7. 
2. Malik b. Anas, al^Muwait^, I I , 100?. 
3. Malik b. Anas, al-Muwa1^1^a^, I I , IOC7. 
4 /5 . Al-KhulT, Tar,jamah, 19-
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Medina was disting^iished by several 
features from the other Islamic states 
because, f i r s t l y , i t was the scene of the 
re v e l a t i o n of the Qur^an "' j . and 
the c a p i t a l of the Islamic Empire i n the 
era of the four Orthodox Caliphs. Medina 
was not affected by the i n f i l t r a t i o n of 
conquered peoples as much as other Arab 
countries and no ancient c i v i l i z a t i o n had 
influenced the c i t y before Islam(6). On 
the other hand, there were no subjects 
other than Sadith studied at that time. 
I n Medina most people paid more a t t e n t i o n 
to the Companions and t h e i r l e gal decisions 
than those i n other Arab states were doing, 
although the Medinese were very poor from 
the point of view of c i v i l i z a t i o n . Islamic 
teaching was thus the f i r s t and only basis 
of t h e i r education. Therefore, Malik went 
to Medina and attended the mosque to learn 
f i q h . He followed many teachers, such as 
Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri and Nafi*^ (the c l i e n t 
of ^Abdallah b. ""Umar) and others. 
Most of his teachers were students of Ibn 
Umar. 
6. See above. Introd u c t i o n , p. 6.. 
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I t was said: "The correct isnad i s on 
Malik's a u t h o r i t y , on the autho r i t y of Ibn 
""Umar, through Nafi*^ , and called the golden 
chain"(7). On another occasion, as mentioned, 
al-Dahlawi said: "The Medinese were working 
at the time of Malik, and before and a f t e r 
h i s time i n Medina which was a centre of 
refuge and the place where savants broke 
t h e i r journey. There emerged many persons 
s k i l l e d i n fatwa and f i q h since Muhammad's 
time, and Malik i n h e r i t e d a l l t h a t " ( 8 ) . 
I f you look at al-Muwatta"^, Malik's 
book, you w i l l see i t contains a large 
percentage (27.86%) of Ibn ''Umar's doctrines 
and teaching and hadlths related on his 
a u t h o r i t y by his son, Salim; his c l i e n t , 
Nafi'' and some of his students, such as 
''Abdallah b. Dinar and others. 
After Ibn ''Umar and his father had b u i l t 
up such an important c o n t r i b u t i o n t o the 
Muslim world, the people forgot about them 
and t h e i r names. The people then began to 
follow d i f f e r e n t schools of thought and they 
continued to have many followers i n the past. 
7. Ibn Ehallikan, Wafiyyat, V, 4. 
8. Malik b. Anas, al-Muwatta% I I , 1006. 
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present and f u t u r e , such as al-Hanafi, al-r-T; 
M a l i k i , a l - S h a f i " i and al-Hanbali. A l l V; 
these schools included many of Ibn ''Umar ' s 
doctrines i n t h e i r r e l i g i o u s i n s t r u c t i o n 
books, such as Eitsb al-SarakhsT al-Mabsut. 
which contains Kutfetb.. Zahir al-Riwaya, 
Al-Shaibani, Sharh Kitab al-Siyar al-Kablr, 
Abu Yusuf, KitSb al-Athar and others, 
Al-Shafi'^i Kitab al-Umm, Ak h t i t a f al-Hadith, 
Ahmad b. Hanbal-Musnad b. Hanbal. 
» t I • •••• mm.ml • « 
Thus, A l - S h a f i ^ I , more than any of the other 
students, was a follower of Hadith, his topic 
was the Sadlth and the Qur^an, because he 
spent h i s youth i n Medina and his childhood 
i n Mecca. I t was r e l a t e d : "His mother sent 
him to Mecca when he was two years old 
( f o l l o w i n g the t r a d i t i o n of his t r i b e which 
was the Quraysh)"(9) Lateroahe went to 
Medina where he was always with Malik. I t 
was said by al-DahlawI, "Shafi'^i's madhhab 
i s an elaboration of al-Muwatta', and the 
l a t e r two Imams - al-Shafi^^I and Ahmad b. 
Hanbal - are Malik's students" (10) . 
9. Abu Zahw, al-Hadlth, 298. 
10. Malik b. Anas, al-Muwatta^, I I , 1006. 
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Thus, al-Shafi^^I had good connections 
w i t h Ahmad and therefore obtained Hadith 
from Malik and Ahmad. I t was said: "He, 
al-Shafi^'i, was the meritorious aut h o r i t y 
f o r the Hadith followers, because he put 
them on the r i g h t way, using the correct 
meaning of the Sunna against t h e i r contra-
d i c t o r s . By elucidating the proof, there-
f o r e , he gained a high p o s i t i o n amongst 
t h e m " ( l l ) . 
Then l a t e r on he was to contest the 
M a l i k i school concerning the Hadith, such 
as the hadith of Ibn Umar and others. 
11. Abu Zahw, al-Hadith, 299-
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Malik b. Anas was very famous as a 
Muslim j u r i s t . His teaching (madhhab) i s 
pity elk ^^i" 
the which i s named a f t e r him, and 
frequently he i s called the Imam of Medina 
or Imam Par a l - H i j r a . 
Malik's great work i s Kitab a l -
Muwatta^ which represents the t r a d i t i o n s . 
Al-Bukhari said: "The correct Isnad of Malik 
i s on the a u t h o r i t y of Ibn '^ Umar, on the 
au t h o r i t y of N a f i ' ' " ( l ) . Malik himself 
mentioned t h a t , " I was going to Nafi'' at mid-
day, the sun was too hot as I was waiting f o r 
him t o come home to ask him what Ibn "^ Umar 
said i n such and such a case. He used to answer 
me and I stayed w i t h him for a long time every 
day so that he could teach me"(2). 
Malik's death was i n 179/795-
Al-Zuhri: Muhammad b. Muslim b. 
''Ubaid(3) a l l a h b. "AbdallSh b. Shihab. He 
was one of Malik's teachers, as some people 
said: "The correct isnad of Malik by Ibn "^ Umar 
1 . Malik b. Anas, al-Muwat^ta^ , I , 12. 
2. Ibn FarljQn, al-DIbaj, I , 26. 
3. Kahhala, Mufjam, X I I , 21. His father's 
name was Muslim, but al-Dhhabi, Tarikh, 
V, 136 mentioned Salim. 
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v i a Salim v i a a l - Z u h r i " ( 4 ) . He was a 
celebrated t r a d i t i o n a l i s t , the c o l l e c t i n g 
of Hadith being his main preoccupation(5). 
Therefore, he gathered a vast number of 
t r a d i t i o n s , not only of the Prophet Muhammad, 
but of the Companions' Hadiths also. He i s 
described as being the f i r s t to f i x Hadith 
i n w r i t i n g , but t h i s was done only under 
pressure during the Umayyad r e i g n ( 6 ) . 
His death occurred i n 12V7'^1(7)« 
Al-Shaf i ' ^ i : Muhammad b. IdrTs. He was 
from the Quraysh t r i b e . He established his 
school i n Baghdad and Egypt. His school was 
distinguished by the f a c t that i t followed 
the manifestation of the Qur'anic word u n t i l 
he found evidence which proved the opposite, 
then he followed the Surma. His school met 
the t r a d i t i o n a l school half-way. He was the 
only person to promulgate h i s science himself 
and wrote his book unaided as w e l l . He was 
4. Al-Kh i d a r i , Tarikh, 240; Ibn ^Asakir, 
Tahdhlb, IV, 52; Al-Nawawi, Tahdhib, I , 
207. 
5. Watt, The Ma.iesty That Vas Of Islam, 86. 
6. E.I., IV. 
7. Kahhala, MuMam, X I I , 21. This biography 
c f l Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya, IX, 340-348. 
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born i n Gaza i n 15O/767 and his death was i n 
204/819 i n Egypt(8). 
Ahmad b. Hanbal al-Shaybani a l -
Baghdadi(9). He was the leader of the 
Hanbali School. He was born i n Baghdad i n 
164/780. Ibn Hanbal was a contemporary of 
al-Shafi'T. 
His school followed the purely t r a d -
i t i o n a l p a t t e r n . His death was i n Baghdad i n 
241/855. 
8. Ibn Kathir, al-Bid5ya, Xj 251-254. 
9. Ibn K a t h i r , al-Bidaya, IX, 325. 
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'"Abdallah b. "Umar's Students 
*^Abdallah b. "Umar instructed a great 
number of students i n the nature of divine 
i n s p i r a t i o n and Islamic teaching i n the 
Medina School and Mecca. Some of these 
students were from amongst the Companions. 
Those who f a i l e d to come t o the mosque 
enquired from t h e i r friends about the 
contents of the talk.These were also the 
caseswith those who did not l i v e i n Medina 
a l l the time and did not keep company with 
Muhammad a l l the time, such as ^Abdallah b. 
•^Abbas, Jabir ,al-A*^azz al-Muzni and o t h e r s ( l ) 
Ibn "^ Umar also taught his sons, amongst them 
Salim, Hamza, ''Abdallah and B i l a l ( 2 ) , and 
his grandchildren and his nephews too. 
Other students of Ibn "^ Umar were the older, 
famous Followers ( 3 ) , the Followers, such as 
Sa"^id b. al-Musayyab, Sulayman b. Yasar, 
Saiim b. '^Abdallah b. '^ Umar, al-Qasim b. 
Muhammad, "Urwa b. al-Zubayr, '^Ubaydallah b. 
^Abdallah b. "^Utba and Kharijah b. Zayd(4) 
1 . Ibn a l - A t h i r , Usd, I I I , 229; Ibn Hajar, 
Isaba, I I I , 107. 
2. Al-Nawawl, Tahdhlb, 279. 
3. Ibn a l - A t h i r , TJsd» m » 229. 
4. Ibn ^Asakir, Tarikh, V I , 51. 
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from the c l i e n t s , Nafi*^, "^Abdallah b. Dinar, 
Aslam and others ( 5 ) . 
Surpassing a l l the other students were 
his son, Salim, and his own c l i e n t , Nafi*^, 
who both belong to the f i r s t category. 
Let us give a b r i e f idea of the career 
of each of them:-
Salim (as he was known) a l ^ Adawy, a l -
Qurayshi. His mother was a Persian princess, 
the daughter of Y a z d a j r i d d ) . She was captured 
during the war w i t h Persia. 
He was one of the famous j u r i s t s of 
Medina, one of the Seven Lawyers and the chief 
5. Ibn Hajar, Isaba, I I I , 107. 
1 . Amin, Fa.ir^ 91 . They were three captive 
g i r l s . '^Ali b. Abu-Jallb asked '^mar 
the Caliph t o piirchase them i n a separate 
group because they were the King's _ 
daughters. "^ Umar accepted, then ^ A l i b. 
Abu-Talib gave one of them to his son, 
al -5usain; the second g i r l to Muhammad 
b. Abu Bakr, the f i r s t Caliph; and the 
t h i r d one to '^^Abdallah b. "^ Umar, the 
present Caliph. Three of them gave b i r t h 
t o three boys successively, who were 
•^Ali Zayn al-^Abidin, al-Qasim and Salim. 
They were remarkably s k i l l e d i n j i i r i s -
prudence. Two of them were from the Seven 
Lawyers, and some authors used t o count 
•^Ali Zayn a l - ^ l b i d m among the Company 
proclaiming the PatwS. 
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amongst his contemporaries of the f i r s t 
category(2) (the Followers) during the 
Umayyad r e i g n . He resembled his father, 
*^Abdallah, i n everything, not only i n his 
dress and bearing, but also i n his s c i e n t i f i c 
prowess, h i s r e l i g i o u s nature and his p i e t y . 
Therefore his father loved him very much 
and respected him amongst his brothers. 
Ibn ^Umar helped Salim to fu r t h e r h is 
s c i e n t i f i c studies even under his own t u i t i o n 
and supported h i s son i n his e f f o r t s to win 
high p o s i t i o n ( 3 ) . 
He was the most respected amongst his 
contemporaries, not because he was the son of 
"^Abdallah, but on accoiint of his high pos i t i o n 
i n h i s f i q h - jurisprudence - and h i s influence 
i n the community at that time. 
2. A l - Z i r i k l i , al-A<^lam, I I I , 115; Ibn Hajar, 
Tahdhib, I I I , 436; Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziya, 
I^lam al-Muwaqqi'^In, I , 25-26. 
3. Ibn Sa^ 'd, al-Tabaqat, IV, 184. When Ibn 
^Umar f e l t t h a t he would die, he gave 
his W i l l t o h i s son, "^bdallah. When 
some friends asked him, "Why did you not 
give i t to Salim?" (because he loved Salim 
more than the others), he said, "Because 
I d i d not l i k e to involve him i n mundane 
a f f a i r s " . 
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He rel a t e d a vast mass of Hadith from his 
B 
f a t h e r , who, i n his day, had i n h e r i t e d them 
from Muhammad. Therefore he was the 
a u t h o r i t y on gadiths and Fatwas of Medina. 
The followers of the t r a d i t i o n a l school 
to which Salim belonged, were very s t r i c t 
concerning the a u t h e n t i c i t y of the hadith. 
According to some, he d i d not l i k e to give 
hi s opinion i f there were no Hadith(4). This 
observation i s exaggerated f o r as he was i n 
a high p o s i t i o n of Ficjh, i t i s u n l i k e l y that 
he could not give his opinion unsubstantiated 
by the hadith. 
His death was i n Medina i n 106/724(5 ). 
Naf i^ ; He was a c l i e n t of "^Abdallah b. 
""Umar and was known as Abu-"^Abdallah a l -
Madani. O r i g i n a l l y he was known to have come 
from Daylam, although his parentage i s 
unknown. '^Abdallah b. "^ Umar took him as a 
slave on one of his occasional raids when 
Nafi"" was s t i l l a l i t t l e boy(.6 ) . '^Abdallah 
4* Amin, Fa.ir, 243. 
5b A l - Z i r i k l i , al-A"lam, I I I , 115; Al-Nawawi, 
Tahdhib, I , 208 mentions 107 or 108; Ibn 
Ka t h i r , al-Bid5ya, IX, 23^. 
a A l - Z i r i k l i , al-A'^lam, V I I I , 319. 
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b. ^Umar recognised that the l i t t l e boy would 
become very famous and clever, then he said: 
"Nafi'^ was granted t o us from God"(7). His 
expectations were to be f u l f i l l e d l a t e r . 
Nafi*^ was educated by Ibn ^Umar himself 
and was, therefore, one of the famous persons 
i n h i s Fiqh (jurisprudence). I f he related 
h adith, he re l a t e d i t c o r r e c t l y . He had many 
students, the most famous being al-Imam Malik 
b. Anas. 
Al-Nassa'i said, "Nafi'' i s r e l i a b l e and 
passes on authentic messages to Malik, and 
he i s . l i k e Salim, but Salim i s more d i g n i f i e d 
and esteemed than N a f i ^ " ( 8 ) . Therefore Nafi'^ 
could not give any Fatwa during Salim's l i f e -
time. That was proved by Ibn Wahab(9). 
Salim did not ask him to do so. 
I n the reign of "^ Umar b. "Abd al-'^Aziz, 
the Umyyad Caliph sent Nafi to Egypt to teach 
the Egyptians the Hadxth or the Sunna(10). 
7. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, X, 413. 
8. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, X, 413-
9. Al-Dhahabi, Tarikh, V, 10; Al-Khtdarl, 
Tarikh. 
10. Al-KhudarT, Tarikh, 146. 
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^Abdallah b. "^ Umar gave Nafi"^ h i s freedom 
and he wed him to his favourite slave g i r l , 
Rumayth (or Rumyna), having already given her 
her freedom a l s o ( l i ) , Nafi'^ 's death occurred 
i n 117/735 or 119/737(12). 
11 . Ibn Ka t h i r , al-Bidaya wal-Mhaya, IX, 
319. Ibn "^ Umar was offered ten thousand 
Dinars t o s e l l N a f i ' , but he said; " I t 
i s the best t h i n g that he be freed to 
serve God." 
12 . Al-Kh|.dari, Tarikh, 146; A l - Z i r i k l i , 
al-A'-lim, V I I I , 319. 
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^Abdallah b. ^Umar's Fatwas(l) 
The f o l l o w i n g examples are given i n order 
t o give some idea of t h i s person who sat i n 
judgement f o r s i x t y years a f t e r Mul^ ammad's 
death, g i v i n g Fatwas on d i f f e r e n t subjects i n 
the mosque i n Medina, which became, as i t were, 
his School of Law, and also i n the Meccan 
Haram, during the time of pilgrimage or lesser 
pilgrimage. Unfortunately, most of Ibn'^Umar's 
Fatwas have been l o s t . Their exact number i s 
unknown, but i t must have been great ( 2 ) . 
Example 1 - Prayer 
Once, when i t was very windy and very 
cold, Ibn '^ Umar was t r a v e l l i n g . The time f o r 
prayer came and he ordered those who were 
w i t h him to pray, seated on t h e i r saddles. He 
ordered the Mu'ezzin to announce that the 
prayer would be said i n the saddle. He did so 
because the Prophet had done so (3) . 
1 . A fatwS i s an informal, u n o f f i c i a l legal 
opinion, given either to a judge or to a 
pr i v a t e i n d i v i d u a l . The giver of such a 
fatwa i s a m u f t i . 
2. Ibn Far];iun, Diba.T, 25. 
3. Malik, Muwattal, I , 73. 
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Example 2 - Zakat 
(a) Nafi'' mentioned that Ibn "Umar 
said: "No Zakat may be levied upon any kind 
of income u n t i l a f t e r one complete year"(4). 
(b) "^Abdallah b. ^ Umar said: "There 
i s no reason f o r the slave t o pay Zakat". 
However, on another occasion, Ibn "^ Umar said: 
'•The slave w i l l pay Zakat on hi s income"(5). 
When Ibn '^ Umar excused the slave from 
paying Zakat, i t was because the slave had no 
r i g h t t o make money from his own labour. His 
master gave him hi s orders and i t was said: 
"The slave and a l l his possessions belong to 
his master." The slave has no p r o f i t with 
which t o pay the tax. 
When Ibn "^ Umar said the slave should 
pay Zakat. t h i s was f o r another kind of slave 
c a l l e d Mukatdb. That slave would have 
negotiated a contract w i t h his master to pay 
him such an amount f o r his freedom. 
(c) Zakat a l - f i t r : Alms, given at the 
end of Ramadan. 
^Abdallah b. ^ Umar said: "The Prophet 
Muhammad ordered the payment of Zakat f o r the 
4. Malik, Muwatta^, I , 246. 
5- Averroes, Bidaya, I , 245. 
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breaking of the f a s t TZakat Sijam Hama^an) 
f o r every Muslim, free man or slave, man or 
woman, one measure of dates or barley(6). 
Nafi'^ said t h a t ''Abdallah b. ""Umar 
always used t o pay the Zakat a l - f i t r i n 
dates, except once when he paid i t i n 
b a r l e y ( 7 ) . 
Example 5 - Pilgrimage 
Salim mentioned that his fa t h e r , 
'Abdallah b. "^ Umar, said, " I f the p i l g r i m i s 
detained or kept back from p r a c t i s i n g the 
pilgrimage i n Mecca, he must hold himself i n 
readiness to make the pilgrimage at some 
fu t u r e date, when he can carry out the walk 
between al-Safa and al-Marwa and circum-
ambulate the Ka'^ba. I f he needs to dress 
himself or to take medicine f o r his condition, 
he can do i t , but he w i l l have to make a 
s a c r i f i c e on his a r r i v a l at Mecca and a f t e r 
the ceremony"(8). 
Malik narrated t h a t a l - S i k h t i y a n l said 
there was a man from Basra, who was on his way 
to Mecca. After a while he broke his leg i n 
an accident and he sent someone to Mecca where 
6. Malik, Muwatta^, I , 28^. 
7. Malik, Muwat•^ a^^  I , 284. 
8. Malik, Muwa^ta', I , 361. 
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'"Abdallah b. "Umar and ^Abdallah b. ^ Abbas 
and others were. "They did not permit me to 
be free from my ilftram, so I stayed i n that 
place beside the w e l l f o r seven months u n t i l 
I became w e l l . I entered Mecca on the lesser 
pilgrimage and I was free from my i^raia ."(9)« 
Malik said Nafi'^' mentioned that ^Abdallah 
b. "^ Umar said/Umar b. al-Khattab said, "Make 
a d i s t i n c t i o n between the main pilgrimage and 
the lesser pilgrimage, because i t i s much 
be t t e r t o make the two i n d i f f e r e n t months"(10) 
Someone asked Ibn "^ Umar f o r a fatwa about 
someone walking to the pilgrimage; what, f o r 
example, t o do i f t h i s person was an old lady 
who could not walk. Ibn '^ Umar said: "Let her 
r i d e and l e t her walk; when she feels t i r e d , 
l e t her ri d e again u n t i l she arrives at 
Mecca"(ll). 
I n connection w i t h the pilgrimage, Nafi*^ 
mentioned that ^Abdallah b. "^ Umar said: "A 
woman must not wear the v e i l on her face or 
wear gloves " ( 1 2 ) . 
9. Malik, Muwat^a", I , 361. 
» • 
10. Malik, Muwatta', I , 34?. 
1 1 . Al-SuyutI, Sharl;! al-Muwatta^ I , 3 1 ^ . 
12. Malik, Muwatta"», I , 328. 
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Example 4 - Fasting 
Al-Shafi'^i mentioned that ^Abdallah bo 
'^ Umar said: "The Prophet Muhammad said the 
month w i l l be twenty-nine days. Do not f a s t 
x i n t i l you see the moon r i s e , and do not end 
the f a s t u n t i l you see the Shawwal moon r i s e . 
I f the sky i s overcast, then complete the 
t h i r t y days" (13) . 
Malik mentioned that '^Abdallah b. "^ Umar 
was asked i f i t was r i g h t to pray on behalf, 
of another person or to f a s t on behalf of 
another. His reply was: "No, no-one can pray 
instead of another, nor can he f a s t " ( l 4 ) . 
Malik mentioned that someone had asked 
''Abdallah b. '^ Umar what a pregnant woman 
should do i n case the f a s t might harm her 
unborn c h i l d . Ibn ^Umar said, "She should 
stop f a s t i n g and pay one. midd (a ce r t a i n 
measurement of wheat) d a i l y to poor people " (15) . 
Malik said that ^Abdallah b. '^ Umar did 
not f a s t when he was t r a v e l l i n g ( l 6 ) . 
13. A l - S h a f i ' i , al-Umm, I I , 94. 
14. Malik, Muwatta% I , 304. 
15. Malik, Muwatta^ , I , 308. 
16. Malik, Muwatta^ I , 295-
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Other examples 
Narrated by Mujahid b. Jabur: " I was with 
Ibn '^ Umar when there came to him a person 
whose name was Vardan al-Ruml. He was a gold-
smith. . He asked Ibn "^ Umar, 'Abu ^ Abd a l -
EahmSn, I make gold jewellery and I s e l l i t 
f o r more than i t s weight i n order to earn a 
l i t t l e f o r my labour". Ibn '^ Umar's reply was, 
' I p r o h i b i t you from doing soj th a t i s usury.' 
The goldsmith repeated the story again and 
again u n t i l we arrived at the door of the 
mosque and Ibn "^ Umar said, 'A dinar f o r a 
dinar and a dirham f o r a dirham, and no morei 
That was the Prophet's order to us and we 
commit t h i s to y o u . ' " ( l 7 ) 
Salim narrated t h i s from his father's 
Fatwa; When some man asked him i f he owed a 
debt t o another person, t o be repaid by a 
c e r t a i n time,, and i f the cr e d i t o r subtracted 
some amount i n r e t u r n f o r his money, was i t 
r i g h t ? Ibn ^ Umar said, "No, 
that i s usury"(18). 
A man came t o Ibn "TJmar and asked him, 
" I have a slave and emancipated a t h i r d of him." 
Ibn "^ Umar said, "There are no h a l f measures with 
God. The slave i s f r e e " ( l 9 ) . 
17. Malik, Muwatta'., I l l , 111. 
18. Ibn '^ Abd al-Barr, a l - I s t i d h k a r , MS 
unnumbered f o l i o s . 
19. Ibn ^ Abd al-Bar, I s t i d h k a r , MS. 
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Someone came to Ibn "^ Umar f o r a fatwa 
concerning the f o l l o w i n g : -
Two or more had bought a slave 
between them. One of them decided to free 
the slave with his part share, but what 
about the other person's share? 
Ibn "^ Umar said, " I f the slave has 
enough money to buy out the other person's 
share of him, he must be allowed to do so. 
But i f he does not have the money, he w i l l 
belong e n t i r e l y to the other party"(20). 
"^Abdallah b. '^ Umar judged himself once. 
He sold a boy slave and a f t e r some days a 
defect appeared i n the slave. The buyer 
asked Ibn *^ Umar to swear that there we re no 
defectsin the boy when he sold the boy. There 
appeared to be no defect i n him, but Ibn 
"^ Umar f e l t unable t o categorically swear to . 
t h i s ( 2 l ) . 
Abu Ma^iz al-Aslami-^bd a l l a h b. Sufyan 
said, " I was wi t h "^Abdallah. b. *^ Umar when a 
woman came t o him f o r a Fatwa. She said, ' I 
was near the mosque door when blood came to me 
( i . e . I began t o menstruate again although I 
20. Ibn '^ Abd al-Barr, I s t i d h k a r , M.S. 
21. Ibn ^ Abd al-Barr, I s t i d h k a r , M.S. 
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thought I had f i n i s h e d ) . I went away to my 
home, and when I was very clean, I came 
again. Suddenly, at the same place, the 
blood came again three times. What should 
I do?' "^Abdallah b.'^Umar r e p l i e d : "Bathe 
yourself and hold a piece of clean garment 
t o yourself and proceed through the 
mosque"(22). 
Sufyan reported on the au t h o r i t y of 
•^ Amr b. Dinar and Hamid al-A'T?aj Habib b. 
Abi Thabit as saying: " I was with Ibn "^ Umar 
when a bedouin came and said, ' I have given 
my son a camel f o r his l i f e t i m e and i t gave 
b i r t h t o more camels'. "^Abdallah b. "^ Umar 
r e p l i e d , 'They are his i n his l i f e t i m e 
and a f t e r h is death. ' " (23) 
22. Malik, Muwatta', I I , 214. 
23. A l - S h a f i ' i , al-Umm, V I I , 201; Malik, 
Muwatta', I I I , 241. 
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Some of Ibn ^ Umar's Fatwas 
1. Nafi'' t o l d Malik: " I have heard from 
"^Abd-allah b. "^ Umar that h is niece (the 
daughter of "Hrbayd a l l a h b. "^ Umar, her 
mother being the daughter of Zayd b. a l -
Khattab) was engaged to one of his sons, 
and tha t the son died before t h e i r wedding; 
he d i d not mention the matter of the dowry. 
However, the g i r l ' s mother endeavoured to 
obtain the dowry f o r her daughter. But 
'^Abdallah b. ^ Umar said, 'There i s no 
dowry f o r her because,if there were a dowry 
f o r her, I would have given i t to her.' The 
g i r l ' s mother d i d not accept Ibn *^ Umar's 
Judgement and so she went t o Zayd b. Thabit 
and ^  told him the e n t i r e story. However, his 
judgemeatwas the same as Ibn '^Umar's"(l). 
2. Concerning the f i n a n c i a l compensation 
(Alimony) paid to a woman whose marriage 
contract i s dissolved by her partner 
Malik heard the case from Nafi"" who heard 
from ^Abdailah b. "^ Umar: " I f a divorced woman's 
dowry i s mentioned, she i s e n t i t l e d t o receive 
alimony from her husband. But a woman i s only 
Suyuti, Tanwir, I I , 4. 
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e n t i t l e d to obtain h a l f of her dowry i f she 
i s divorced before the wedding ceremony"(2) 
3. '^dda - the le g a l prescribed period 
during which a woman may not be re-married 
a f t e r being divorced 
I t was said by Yahya, r e f e r r i n g to Malik 
who heard i t from Nafi^ , that once Ibn '"Umar 
divorced his wife during her period. During 
the Prophet's time, his father C^Umar). had 
asked him about the case. The Prophet said: 
"Let him take back his wife and keep her 
u n t i l a time when she w i l l be free from her 
period, and also her second period. After 
t h i s time, he may either keep her as his wife 
or divorce her, according to the word of Godi" 
'^Abdallah b. '^ Umar therefore arrived at the 
judgement that i f a husband i n s i s t s on 
divorcing h i s w i f e , his divorce w i l l be 
regarded as absolute during her t h i r d period ( 3 ) , 
4. Malik heard from Nafi"" r e f e r r i n g to 
^Abdallah b. ^ Umar's Judgement, that a widow, 
whose husband had died, and who was pregnant 
2. Suyuti, Tanwir, I I , 27. 
3. Suyuti, TanwTr, I I , 29-
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at the time, could be remarried a f t e r the 
b i r t h of her c h i l d ( 4 ) . 
5. Malik heard from *^Abdallah b.'Dinar 
when the l a t t e r was wi t h '^Abdallah b. ^ Umar 
at the court-house and he said, "The man 
asked Ibn *^ Umar about the case of suckling 
milk. "^Abdallah b. '^ Umar's judgement was 
t h a t , 'Suckling milk i s f o r a c h i l d and not 
f o r an a d u l t ' " ( 5 ) 
4. Suyuti, Tanwir, I I , 3^. 
5. Suyuti, Tanwir, I I , 44. 
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Chapter Five 
*Abdallah b. ^ Umar's 
Character and Personality 
Ibn '^ Umar's Appearance 
His Character 
His Manner of Worship 
His Charity 
^Abdallah b. ^ Umar's 
Family and His Death 
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^Abdallah b. "^ Umar's Appearance 
From the fragments of records l e f t t o us, 
we are hardly able to draw a physical picture 
of *^Abdallah b. ^Umar, but we can t r y to piece 
together the available information i n order to 
a r r i v e at some idea of his appearance, 
personality and behaviour. 
Al-Bara'(l) said: " I saw Ibn '^ Umar 
between al-Safa and al-Marwa. He was a 
corpulent, swarthy man w i t h an impediment i n 
his speech, being unable to pronounce r a ' 
c o r r e c t l y , and a long beard without a mous-
tache"(2). 
According to another reference - that of 
Abu IshSq al-Subay*^! - he i s described as 
f o l l o w s : "He was a t a l l , corpulent man, bald-
headed, w i t h s t r a i g h t h a i r and a l i g h t beard"(3) 
1. Al-Bara]* b. "^Azib; one of the Companions. 
He p a r t i c i p a t e d i n f i f t e e n raids led by 
Muhammad. He was an envoy of '^Ali b. Abi-
T a l i b to Kufa, and l a t e r he was sent on a 
p o l i t i c a l mission to the Ehawarij. He died 
i n 72-73/692. Cf. al-BaghdSdi, Tarikh, I , 
177. 
2* Ibn Ha j a r , Isaba, 17, 107. 
3. Abu Ishoq al-Subay*^!; his name i s '^Amr b. 
^Abdallah. He heard the discourses of IbnN 
'^ Umar and others. His reports were very 
r e l i a b l e . He died i n 126-129/743-746 at 
the age of 96 years. Cf. Nawawi, Tahdhib, 
I I , 171-172. 
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As we can see, there are no marked d i f f -
erences between these various accounts. I t 
seems f a i r t o assume tha t he was a t a l l man, 
especially since his fat h e r , "^ Umar, was 
unusually t a l l , and he was as t a l l as his 
fa t h e r ( 4 ) . His complexion was not f a i r but 
swarthy, as confirmed by "^bdallah's own 
report which said: "The swarthy complexion i s 
hereditary from our maternal uncle because my 
fathe r (God have mercy on him) was very f a i r 
i n colouring. When he wished t o marry a lady, 
he chose h i s bride from a noble family i n 
order th a t he should have a worthy son"(5). 
This means tha t he was swarthy of complexion 
but h i s father was f a i r , w i t h a reddish colour 
(as *'Abdallah confirms). He was a bald-headed, 
t a l l and corpulent man, wi t h a long beard. 
^Abdallah b. ^ Umar seems also to have 
been elegant and genteel, f o r we are t o l d that 
he used t o wear f i n e clothes of various 
materials, though not s i l k ( 6 ) . He used to 
a t t i r e himself i n a turban, and coloured his 
4. Ibn SaM, al-Tabaqat, I I I , 324. 
5o Ibn Sa-'d, al-Tabagat, I I I , 325. Ibn '^ Umar's 
maternal uncles were Banu Maz^un b. Jumah. 
Cf. Ibn Sa*^ d, al-Tabaqat, IVi 142. 
6. Ibn Sa"d, al-Tabaqat, iV, 172. 
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beard w i t h saffron or crocus and ground rose 
petals w i t h musk(7), while his perfume was 
also musk. 
7. Ibn Sa"d, al-Tabaoat, IV, 152, 17^-180. 
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His Character 
'^Abdalllh b. '^ Umar was distinguished by 
his high moral q u a l i t i e s , compassion and 
j u s t i c e . He i n h e r i t e d a l l his father's 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . His f a t h e r , '^ TJmar, was very 
s t r i c t i n his r e l i g i o n , as 'Abdallah was also. 
For example, he used to pray f i v e times a day 
i n the mosque w i t h others. I f he could not do 
t h i s , or he missed the appointed time, he 
spent the whole night praying, the day f a s t i n g 
and he would emancipate one of his s l a v e s ( l ) . 
Once, when "^Abdallah was i l l , he asked 
f o r a meal of f i s h . His wife prepared i t f o r 
him, but when he began to eat i t , a needy man 
came to the door seeking food. "^Abdallah gave 
him a l l the f i s h , not even t a s t i n g i t himself. 
His wife said, "You wanted the f i s h and I hoped 
you would eat i t yourself. I w i l l give the 
man something e l s e " ( 2 ) . 
There are many stori e s which bear t h i s out. 
However, i t was t o l d by AbTl Salama, one of 
the Companions, t h a t , "During '^ Umar's time 
there were many s i m i l a r pious Muslims, but i n 
the time of '^Abdallah b. '^ Umar, there was no 
one s i m i l a r t o him"(3)« 
1. Al-Tant;awi, Akhbar "Umar, 478. 
2. Ibn Sa'^ d, al-Tabaqat, IV, 158. 
3. Ibn 5aaar, al-Igaba, IV, 108. 
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Qur'^ah said: " I saw Abu ^ Abd al-Rahman 
( i . e . *^Abdallah b. "^Umar) i n a very coarse 
garment and I brought him a f i n e r one, saying, 
'Abu ^Abd al-Rahman, I brought a garment f o r 
you made i n Khurasan, and I would be very 
pleased i f I saw i t on you'. '^Abdallah 
said, 'Let me see i t ' . Then he touched i t 
w i t h h i s fi n g e r and said, 'Is i t s i l k ? ' I 
r e p l i e d , 'No, i t i s cotton'. "Abdallah 
r e p l i e d , 'No, I do not l i k e to wear such 
things, but thank you'."(4) 
There i s also the story of one of his 
c l i e n t s who came once from I r a q . He i n s i s t e d 
on v i s i t i n g h i s master, '^bdallah b. ^ Umar. 
The c l i e n t said, " I have brought a present 
f o r you." ^Abdallah said, "What i s i t ? " The 
c l i e n t r e p l i e d , "Jawarish." '^Abdallah asked, 
"What i s Jawarish?" The c l i e n t r e p l i e d , 
"Something t o help you to digest food." 
'^bdallah said, "0, dear me, I have not f i l l e d 
my stomach f o r f o r t y years, so what s h a l l I do 
w i t h i t ? " ( 5 ) 
"^bdallah b. "^ Umar was not a poor person 
however. He could eat w e l l and have anything 
he wished, but he l i k e d to follow the example 
of h i s father and the Prophet. 
4. Abu Na'im, al-Hil.ya, I , 302. 
5. Abu Na^im, a l - H i l y a , I , 300. 
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'^Abdallah b. "^ Umar 's Manner of Vorship 
" L i t t l e of the night d id they 
usually slumber, 
And i n the mornings they 
asked forgiveness"(1) 
With t h i s idea, '"Abdallah b. "^mar spent 
h i s l i f e f o l l o w i n g the Qur^anic words. These 
words urged the people to renounce the rewards 
of the world i n favour of a l i f e of prayer and 
contemplation more intense and all-embracing 
than t h a t of the r e s t of the Believers, and 
to f o l l o w the example and i n s p i r a t i o n of the 
Prophet himself down the ages, through many 
generations of Muslims from the f i r s t century 
onwards. 
'^Abdallah b. '^ Umar, however, was a man 
who had beenmaiked out from his early youth f o r 
the pu r s u i t of worship, since he embraced the 
f a i t h i n his childhood. He had the c e r t a i n t y , 
r e s o l u t i o n and v e r a c i t y of a Believer and he 
t r u s t e d i n God constantly i n everything he 
d i d and was devoted to the r e c i t a t i o n of God's 
Holy Book. 
1. Qur'^an, L I , 17-18. 
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He prayed at night as much as he could (2) , 
as the Prophet had advised him after his 
dream(3). I'or example, his c l i e n t , N a f i % 
mentioned, " I f Ibn '^ Umar missed the last 
prayer at the mosque, he used to spend a l l 
night praying u n t i l dawn. Then he used to 
take his Sal^ ur (pre-fast meal i n Ramadan) and 
begin to pray once again" (4) . 
2 . Ibn Hadar, al-I^aba, IV, 109. 
3. See Chapter I I (p. ) below. 
4 . Al-Tantawi, Akhbar ^Umar, 477; I^ >n Hajar, 




"And i n their wealth the beggar 
and the outcast had due share"(1) 
These Qur^anic words were Ibn '^ Umar's 
g:uide i n l i f e , as i s shown "by the way he 
shared his income with people. There are 
many stories which bear this out. For 
example, i n one s i t t i n g on poor people, he 
once spent more than one-hundred-thousand 
dinars and also gave away a piece of velvet, 
then he asked someone to lend him some money 
to buy food for his beast(2). 
There areplenby anecdotes and charming 
touches which serve to i l l u s t r a t e his native 
w i t , his deep piety, his generosity, 
compassion, justice and sense of fairness. 
He was also renowned for his kindness, 
modesty, propriety and continence, and for 
his determination to detach himself from a l l 
that he loved most(3). Some of these stories 
may have been invented, but Ibn "^ Umar' s 
n o b i l i t y i s incontestable. 
1 . Qur>an, L I , 19. ibn ^ Umar paid exaggerated 
Zilli YI 337^^^ sura. Cf. Sayyid Qutb, 
2. Ibn al-Jawzi, Safwa, I , 232; Abu Na^Im, 
al - g i l y a , I , 
*^ ?'Sv^-^"ft*'^^Anl^£^^^' ^' 231; Ibn Hajar, a l -Ig5ba, lY, lOS"; . « » — 
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*^Abdallah was later a r i c h man, a 
merchant, and he also had a good income from 
the community because he served as a cavalry-
man. Sometimes, too, he came into money which 
was presented to him as a g i f t , but he was 
always l e f t with nothing because he used to 
give i t away to the needy. 
I t was mentioned by Maymun b. Mihran 
that, "One day Abti "Abd al-Rahman (Ibn ^ Umar) 
received 22,000 dinars and spent them during 
the same s i t t i n g " ( 4 ) . 
(There i s yet another story: Nafi said, 
"We were with Abu *^ Abd al-EaJ&man (Ibn ^ Umar) 
on a journey. When we sat down to eat, a 
shepherd passed by, who was a young black 
slave with his sheep. '^Abdallah b.'^ Umar 
asked him, 'Will you j o i n i n our meal?' He 
replied, ' I am sorry, I am fasting.' Ibn 
"^ Umar said, 'Are you sure? How can you fast 
on such a warm day, when i t i s not Ramadan, 
and you have to run after the sheep between 
the h i l l s ? ' The shepherd said, 'Yes, I am 
fasting now to secure the days to come.' Ibn 
U^mar was very surprised and he wanted to put 
his f a i t h to the test. He asked him, 'Will you 
4 . Ibn al-JawzI, gafwa, I , 232. Maymun b. 
Mihran: his kunya was Abu Ayyub. He was 
a righteous man and related the teaching 
of Ibn 'Umar and others. He died i n 117/ 
735. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Safwa, IV, 165-167. 
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s e l l me one of these sheep? I want to slaughter 
i t and then give you a piece of i t to break your 
fas t . ' The shepherd boy replied, 'They are not 
mine, they belong to my master.' Ibn "^ Umar 
said, 'Well, you can t e l l him a wolf ate i t . ' 
He merely wanted to ascertain whether or not 
the boy was honest. The boy went away raising 
his index finger and asking, 'Where then i s 
God?' '^Abdallah b. ^ Umar repeated, 'Where 
then i s God?' again and again. 
"When Ibn 'TJmar returned to Medina he went 
to the owner of the herd and bought both the 
slave and the sheep and emancipated the boy 
and gave him the sheep as recompense for his 
honesty"(5). 
This type of i l l u s t r a t i o n gives us an idea 
of *^Abdallah b. "^ Umar's kindness and his fear 
of God. He did not care about money, as i s 
shown by the fact that he spent money on the 
poor and bought slaves to emancipate. As his 
bondsmen knew his habit of emancipating those 
who followed godly ways i n worship and prayer, 
they showed their willingness to follow the 
f a i t h ( 6 ) . Ibn "^ Umar observed their behaviour 
and emancipated them. His friend said to him, 
5o Ibn al-Athir, Usd, I I I , 228; Tantawi, AkhbSr 
^Umar, 488. 
6. Ibn Sa'^ d, al-Tabaqat, IV, 16?. 
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"0, Abu '^ Abd al-Rahman, they are not so 
(good), but they are deceiving you." Ibn 
"^ Umar replied, " I f they are deceiving me i n 
the name of Gdd, I w i l l be deceived"(7). 
I t was said that Ibn Umar emancipated 
one-thousand(8) slaves during his l i f e t i m e . 
He did so only to please the people, not for 
personal gain. For example, i f he lost his 
temper and swore at a slave, to show his 
repentance he would give the slave his 
freedom(9). 
His fear of God was natural. He 
inherited this from his father and by following 
the Qur-'anic teaching. He therefore came to 
follow a l i f e of devotion. The people 
venerated him because he.preserved every 
aspect of l i f e as i t had been i n the time of 
his father and the Prophet. 
7. Al-^anijawi, Akhbar ^Umar, 488; Ibn Sa'^ d, 
al-Tabaqat, IV, 167. 
8. Abu Na'^ im, a l - p l y a , I , 296. 
9. Ibn Hajar, Isaba, IV, 108. 
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Chapter Six 
Abdallah b. Umar's Family 
and His Death 
'^Abdall&h b. ^Umar's Family 
'^Abdallah b. "^ Umar was the father of 
twelve sons and four daughters(1). They were 
by different wives and concubines. 
His f i r s t wife was Safiyyah bint Abi 
^Ubayda al-Thaqafl. This marriage took place 
i n 16/637(2). She gave b i r t h to f i v e boys and 
two g i r l s . The oldest son was "^bdallah. He 
was one of his father's executors. He was a 
noble man educated by his father and Abu 
Hurayra(3). He, i n turn, educated his son, 
^Abd al-^Aziz, and Nafi" al-ZuhrI(4) and 
others. He was a great authority on the 
transmitted Hadith. His death occurred i n 
105/723(5). 
The other children were Abu Bakr, "^ Umar, 
Waqid and Abu 'Ubayda, and two g i r l s , Suda 
and Hafsa. 
1. Ibn Sa^d, (^abagat, IV, 142. 
2. Al-Tabarl, Tarikh, IV, 188. 
3. Abu Hurayra: his name was "^ Abd al-Ra^iman 
al-DQsi, one of the Companions. He died 
i n 57-58-59/676-677-678. Cf. Al-Dhahabi, 
Duwal, I , 28. 
4. Al-Zuhri Muhammad b. Shihab. Cf. Kahhala, 
MuMam, X I I , 21 and more det a i l 00" p. /A/. 
5. Ibn ^Asakir, Tahdhib, I I I , 135-
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The second wife was Umm ^Alqama bint 
-Alqama b. Shayban b. Muharib b. Fihr. Her 
son was *^ Abd al-Rahman. 
The t h i r d wife was Sahlah(6) bint Malik 
b. al-Shahhah ... b. Taghlib. She gave b i r t h 
to a boy whose name was Zayd. 
The mother of Salim(7) was one of the 
concubines. The mother of '^''isha, his 
daughter, was also a slave g i r l , as was the 
mother of B i l a l , Abu Salama and Qilaba. 
On the other hand, al-Tantawi mentioned 
that ^Abdallah b. ^ mar was the father of 
ten sons and one daughters "^bdallah, Salim, 
'^Ubaydallah, Zayd, '^ Asim, Hamza, B i l a l , 
Waqid and "^ Abd al-'^Aziz. The girl's name was 
Stida. 
The difference between the two authors 
i s that al-Tantawi mentioned two boys who 
were not mentioned by Ibn Sa'^ d: "^^im and ''Abd 
al-'^Aziz. Again Ibn Sa'^ d mentioned four g i r l s 
6. According to Ibn SaM, Zayd's mother was a slave g i r l . 
7. Salim; his mother was a Persian princess, 
the daughter of Yazdajrid. Cf. Amin, 
PajjT, 91. His father loved him and when he 
l e f t his estate to his son, "^Abdallah, 
some friends asked him, "Why did you not 
give i t to Salim?" He said, "Because I 
did not l i k e to involve him with mundane 
a f f a i r s . " Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, VI, 
52. 
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Hafsa, Suda, ^'A'isha and Qilaba - while al-
Tantawi mentioned only one g i r l , Suda(8). 
8. Al-Tantfawi, Akhbar '^ Umar, 500. 
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"Abdallah b. "Omar's Death 
After many years the l i f e of this man, 
'^Abdallah, who transmitted the Hadlth of the 
Prophet, whose own doctrines were i n time 
taken over by later scholars throughout the 
Muslim world, came to a close. His virtues 
and merits were endless. He died at eighty-
four years of age(l) i n 74/693. There are 
d i f f e r e n t ideas, however, about the year of 
his death and of the age at which he died(2). 
His fanatical adherence to his religious 
duty hastened his end. He always showed his 
concern about the time of prayer when a l -
Haaa'aJ was Governor of Mecca. As the 
Governor was not a very religious man and was 
lax i n carrying out his duties, Ibn*^ Umar 
1.. Ibn Sa^, al-Tabaqat, IV, 187; A l - Y a f i ' i , . 
Mir"'at, I , 155; Ibn al-'^Imad, Shadharat, 
I , 81; Ibn §3jar, al-Isaba, IV, 109 
mentioned that "His death was i n 72*73 or 
74"; Khalif, Tarikh^ 346; Al-Dhahabi, a l -
^Ibar, 84; Ibn "^sakir, Tahdhib, I I I , ^ 9 ; 
Al-Baghdadi, Tarikh, I , 172 mentioned that 
Ibn ^Umar's death was i n 73 or 74; Ibn 
Zhallikan, Vafiyyat, I I , 237 mentioned that 
his death was i n 63/682; Ibn A^bd al-Barr, 
a l - I s t i ^ 5 b , I I I , 953 gives 73/692; also 
Ibn al-Athir, Usd> 230. 
2. Most of the authors mentioned that ''Abdal-
lah b. Umar's l i f e span was eighty-four 
years. Muhammad b. '^ Umar Ibn Sa'^ d, the 
author of al-Tabaqat, mentioned that on the 
authority of Salim b. 'Abdallah b. T^Jmar, 
his father died i n 74/693 at eighty-four 
years of age. This i s correct for his death 
and age. 
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constantly drew his attention to the prayer 
time or otherwise reminded him of his duties. 
Al-Hajjaj was not scrupulous about the time 
for prayer or pilgrimage and therefore, not 
wishing to be reminded of his religious duties, 
he did not welcome Ibn *^ Umar's interference, 
but rather resented i t . On the other hand, 
•^ Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, the Umayyad Caliph, 
asked al-Hajjaj to follow Ibn "^ Umar's orders 
about the pilgrimage and this further annoyed 
al - H a j j a j . A l l our primary authorities agree 
that al-Hajjaj asked one of his soldiers to 
in j e c t the foot of Ibn "^ Umar with a poisoned 
spear when the pilgrimage returned to Mecca, 
and as a result of t h i s , he contracted 
gangrene i n his foot, which was the eventual 
cause of his death(3). His death took place 
at Mecca. He was buried i n the areaof the 
haram i n the place called Pakhkh(4), the 
emigrants' b u r i a l ground/cemetry. The actual 
3. Ibn Sa'^ d, al-Tabagat, IV, 187; Ibn A^bd 
al-Barr, a l - I s t l ^ a b , I I I , 952-953; Ibn 
al-Athir,"lJsd, I I I , 230; Ibn al-Jawzi, 
Safwa, I , 23^; Ibn Ehallikan, Wafi.y.yat, 
IT7T37; Al-Yafi*"!, Mir£at, I , 155; A l -
Diyar BakrI. Tarikh, I I , 280. 
4. Ibn Sa^d, al-Tabaqat, IV, 188; Al- _ 
BaghdSdi, Tarikh, l " 172. But al-Yafi i , 
MirJat, I , 155, mentioned that Ibn U^mar 
was buried i n the place called Dhft 
Adkkhar, now called al-Ma^abida; Ibn a l -
^Imad, Shadharat, I , 81, mentioned the 
same place as above or at al-Mahsab. 
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bu r i a l took place against his wishes, because 
he did not r e l i s h the thought that al-HajjaJ 
should pray for him over his body. 
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Conclusion 
From the foregoing survey of <^Abdallah 
b. *^ Umar's l i f e , we can conclude that his 
early l i f e was affected by the land and 
places i n which he liv e d , and by those with 
whom he li v e d . His m i l i t a r y and p o l i t i c a l 
l i f e , of course, affected his personality 
and his standing as a scholar. 
Human beings are undoubtedly affected 
by t h e i r environment and we know that 
^Abdallah b. *^ Umar was born i n Mecca, spent 
his childhood there and spent the rest of 
his l i f e i n Medina, even though he l e f t the 
Hijaz sometimes for one reason or another, 
such as to j o i n m i l i t a r y expeditions to other 
places. 
When he was born, the Meccan people were 
i n a state of great excitement and confusion 
over the appearemce of Muhammad's new 
r e l i g i o n . Muhammad denigrated their forbears 
and censured th e i r deities. The people were 
frightened and did not know what to do for 
the best. Ibn ''Umar also saw how the people 
were suffering from the tortures i n f l i c t e d on 
the Muslims - usually the poor people or 
slaves - by the Quraysh. 
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"^Abdallah, being a very sensitive and 
tender man, was greatly affected by thi s and 
subsequently always asked poor people to come 
to his house and j o i n him i n his meal(l). 
He was also affected by the nature of 
his land. I t was the Arab custom to send 
the i r children,when babies, out into the 
desert to the nomad l i f e of the Bedouin(2), 
because they wanted their children to enjoy 
good health i n the fresh a i r of the desert, 
and to grow up with a knowledge of true Arab 
customs. 
Naturally the Arabs i n ancient times -
even the people of Mecca(3) - had the same 
customs as the Bedouin. They were always 
invading(4) and capturing from other tribes 
because that was the nature of their l i f e , 
and was necessary for many reasons, such as 
to protect themselves, their possessions and 
the i r honoiir, and their r e l i g i o n i n Islamic 
times. When the Islamic r e l i g i o n emerged i n 
1. Ibn Sa^ 'd, al-Tabaaat, IV, 165-166. 
2. I have not found any such reference 
about Ibn *^ Umar being sent out as a baby. 
3. Ibn Hisham, Sirat, I , 142-146 (sworn 
alliance). 
4. Qur'an, LXXXI, 8. 
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Mecca amongst the Arabs, the Meccans were s t i l l 
bedouins. Therefore, Muhammad's invasions were 
in s t i n c t i v e : he was an Arab and a Bedouin who 
had grown up i n such an environment(5)» and to 
him i t was an accepted custom to raid to obtain 
booty, and to show the Quraysh the strength of 
the Muslim commiinity, as opposed to the non-
Islamic community(6). 
*^Abdallah b. ''Umar himself, i n accordance 
with Arab t r a d i t i o n , was most anxious to j o i n 
the army, even though he was under age, for 
one reason he wanted to be with Muhammad, and 
for another, i t was ins t i n c t i v e , although he 
himself might not have appreciated this at 
the time. Also the waging of religious war -
jihad - was one of the p i l l a r s of Islam: war 
is lawful i n l i f e . 
I t i s mentioned that Ibn "^ Umar was very 
clean i n his personal a t t i r e . He always 
scented his clothes with incense, except when 
he went on pilgrimage(7)» he covered his head 
with a black turban and he used musk perfume(8). 
5. Ibn Hisham, Sirat, I , 172. 
6. Ibn Hisham, Sirat, I I , 243. 
7. Ibn Sa'^ d, al-Tabaqat, IV, 159. 
8. Ibn Sa^d, al-Tabaqat, IV, 180. 
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He used to shave his moustache but l e f t his 
beard (as a Sunna) and coloured i t with 
saffron, as Muhammad did ( 9 ) . He always kept 
himself very clean, even when he performed 
ablutions he used to keep his eyes open to 
l e t the water go into his eyes(lO). ' 
He was a very modest man, who used to 
go every day to the market, not to buy or to 
s e l l but to see the people and greet them, 
even i f he did not know them(ll). 
I t i s very natural that a son physically 
inherits his father's characteristics and i t 
i s well-known what a just and righteous person 
•^ Umar was. When he was a candidate for the 
Caliphate, someone said, " I f Ibn ''Umar is. 
Caliph, we w i l l return to the values of the 
late Caliphate ''Umar's reign" (12 ) . But he 
was not a hard man l i k e his father, except 
when i t came to the problems of the shar^ 
(religious law). In this he resembled the 
Prophet Muhammad i n his humanity. 
9. Ibn Sa^d, al-Tabaqat, IV, 179-
10. Though this was not Sunna, al-Zarqani, 
-al-Muwatta", I , 83-
1 1 . Ibn Sa'-d, al-^abaqat, IV, 156. 
12. Ibn SaM, al-Tabaq5t, IV, 
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We know t h a t "^Abdallah b. '^ Umar l i v e d a 
long time; h i s l i f e was contemporary with the 
er a of the Orthodox C a l i p h and he a l s o saw the 
t r a n s f e r of r u l e from the Orthodox C a l i p h s to 
the Umayyads. Moreover, he l i v e d through two 
c i v i l wars and he saw the r e s u l t s of these 
wars and the r i s e of d i f f e r e n t p a r t i e s which 
appeared a t t h a t time, j u s t l i k e the p a r t i e s 
i n our own time. There were some d i f f e r e n c e s 
between these p a r t i e s although they a l l 
appeared under the a u s p i c e s of r e l i g i o n and 
under d i f f e r e n t names, such as a l - E h a w a r i j , 
a l - S h i ' ^ a , al-MxirJi'a and al-Mu'^tazila. I n • 
f a c t they were p o l i t i c a l p a r t i e s . Ibn *^ Umar 
was always n e u t r a l and he d i d not j o i n any 
one of them. There i s no doubt t h a t Ibn Umar 
was not i n c l i n e d towards any p a r t y , because he 
was a te a c h e r and l e g i s l a t o r and a very s t r a i g h t -
forward man. Once Mu'^wiya asked him about a 
new p a l a c e , "What do you t h i n k about i t ? " 
H i s r e p l y was: " I f i t i s from the p u b l i c 
t r e a s u r y , you a r e a t h i e f ; i f i t i s from your 
own money, you a r e extravagant" ( 1 5 ) • 
'^Abdallah b. '^Umar was a most r e l i g i o u s 
man, t h e r e f o r e he had a high standing as a 
savaait amongst the other Companions f o r many 
r e a s o n s . 
1 3 . Al-Ya'-qubi, T a r i k h . I I , 2 0 ? . 
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He had embraced the I s l a m i c f a i t h s i n c e 
h i s childhood, and he p r a c t i s e d no other type 
of w o r s h i p ( l 4 ) . He v?as contemporary w i t h the 
Prophet Muhammad, l i v i n g i n Medina, f o l l o w i n g 
him, spending a l l h i s time w i t h him as a 
c l o s e f r i e n d . He decided to f o l l o w Muhammad 
not only from a r e l i g i o u s p o i n t of view, but 
on h i s high moral guidance and humanity. 
'^Abdallah b. *^mar was a l s o the Prophet's 
b r o t h e r - i n - l a w , through h i s s i s t e r , H a f s a ( l 5 ) « 
I b n '^ Umar was extremely anxious to l e a r n 
e v e r y t h i n g from Muhammad, t h e r e f o r e he even 
asked the other Companions about e v e r y t h i n g 
t h a t Miihammad d i d when he h i m s e l f was some-
times absent (which, i n f a c t , seldom happened) 
He t h e r e f o r e knew e v e r y t h i n g about the Hadlth, 
where and why the Prophet had s a i d such and 
such a t h i n g or acted i n a p a r t i c u l a r way. 
Consequently, h i s g a d i t h was f i r s t - h a n d . 
''Abdallah b. "^Umar d i s t i n g u i s h e d h i m s e l f 
amongst the other Companions by being very 
devoted t o h i s r e l i g i o n and he l e f t h i m s e l f 
f r e e from w o r l d l y d e s i r e ( 1 5 ) and avoided 
becoming i n v o l v e d i n the c i v i l war between the 
Companions. He occupied h i m s e l f e x c l u s i v e l y 
14. I b n SaM, al-Tabaoat, I V , 159. 
1 5 . Itrt-Qutayba, a l - M a ^ a r i f , 59 . 
16. A l - T a b a r i , T a r i k h , 17,-446. 
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w i t h s e r v i n g the people as a l e g a l a d v i s e r 
and devoting h i m s e l f t o studying the g a d i t h , 
so t h a t he could spread knowledge. He was 
i n the h a b i t of going to Mecca very o f t e n , 
s e v e r a l times a y e a r . 
I b n '^ Umar l i v e d much longer than most 
of the other Companions and a good number of 
ge n e r a t i o n s f e l l under the i n f l u e n c e of h i s 
t e a c h i n g . He had been i n the h a b i t of g i v i n g 
l e g a l a d v i c e and Fatwas from the age of 
twenty, but l a t e r i n h i s l i f e he became the 
p r i n c i p l e l e g a l a d v i s e r a t the time of the 
C a l i p h a t e of 'TJthman and during the TJmayyad 
r e i g n . 
We may conclude t h a t '^AbdallSh b. ''Umar 
was a r e a l t r a d i t i o n a l i s t throughout a l l the 
t e r r i t o r y of the H i j a z , and he was the one who 
p r e s e r v e d the Sunna,as h i s students d i d a f t e r 
him. 
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